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ABSTRACT

This is a naturalistic, quantitative study of the

emergence of tense notion of pastness and the aspectual

notion of punctuality in a visually impaired -- but

otherwise normal -- child's acquisition nf English from 24

to 54 months of age. Naturalness of the sample was

safeguarded by the elimination of imitated and repeated

utterances as well as those for which the tense or verb had

been modeled by the caregiver. It was found that

1) Stem change was significantly related to the aspectual

notion of punctuality throughout the period of the study,

as was -ed during some periods and with some populations of

verbs.

2) Due to strategies typical of visually impaired children

Seth extracted the form didja from the input directed to

him and used it -- without interrogatory, person/number or

aspectual reference -- for 10 months as a simple marker of

~ tense.

3) Stem change, -ed, and didja all appeared at 24 months.

4) The change Qf state notion was not significantly related

to any morphological marker, though it figured in a

disproportionate share of the utterances.

Conclusions:

1) The solid mapping of stem change and the more marginal

mapping of -ed onto the notion of punctuality, and the

mapping of unbound didja onto the pascness notion bear out

vi



claims that children expect aspect -- specifically

punctuality to be marked nearest the verb and tense

further away.

2) The simultaneous emergence of the marking of both

semantic notions leads us to suggest that claims about the

relatively late emergence of tense arise from observing

children's interaction with the peculiarities of Indo-

European verb m0r~hology the children, that is,

expecting stem change to mark aspect -- rather than from

the asserted cognitive difficulty of tense notions for two

year-olds.

3) The high cognitive salience -- relatively high text

frequency -- of the change £i state notion gives the false

impression that it is also semantically relevant. That this

is not true underscores the independence of language and

cognition.
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PREFACE

For millennia the question of the roles of nature and

nurture in human behavior has stirred many of the best

religious and philosophical minds. A facet of this larger

question, though the ancients would not have put it this

way, has arisen in various periods and places since

Psammeticus' times: How much and what part of our language

behavior comes to us through the genetic packet? As such

questions will, this one has gone in and out of fashion in

academic circles. It has surfaced in the last couple of

decades as the proper concern of responsible scholars in

the mainstream of linguistics. Indeed, it can be said with

some confidence that the tabula rasa school of language

acquisition is in general eclipse and has been so for a

number of years. While this is not the place for a review

of progress in this area, there are two developments which

should encourage us. First, breaking with the polemic

either/or approach of past debates, psycholinguists have

begun to talk of cooperation between the hard-wired or

genetically programmed elements and the in"put to which the

organism is exposed. Linguists now speak of a human child

who knows -- prior to experience -- certain crucial

characteristics of language. Second, and this is a rather

new development, we are being given some rather specific

claims -- on the child's notions of tense and aspect, for

one example -- about the nature of this knowledge.
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Philosophizing ends and science begins with a falsifiable

claim no matter how small. The present modest investigation

is concerned with the empirical testing of one set of such

claims in the case of one human child. These claims, though

addressing a tiny fraction of the question at the beginning

of this paragraph and though small even in the linguistic

picture, were selected because they are felt to lie close

to the center of present linguistic inquiry into the nature

of the hereditary part of the language faculty. The child,

though only one, provides a microcosm which can be observed

in detail, perhaps pointing to more ambitious lines of

inquiry.

The present study has followed Seth, a severely

visually handicapped child, through the thirty months after

his second birthday. Its aim was to triangulate on the

specific details of his developing semantic system as they

related to his reportage of past events and as they caused

him to choose one or another surface marker of past tense

from the adults' confusing repertoire. It will be seen --

as predicted by many scholars -- that he has seized on at
•

least one of these "past tense" markers and used it as a

marker of punctuality or perfectiveness. And it will also

be shown that the marking (in another way) of the notion of

pastness has emerged as early as the marking of aspectual

notions.
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Though this study addresse~ many peripheral issues

which must be considered along the way, the motivating

question underlying all the others has been the following:

What expectations does Seth, by virtue of his possession of

a portion of the human genetic inventory, bring with him

about the notions the language he is destined to learn will

express? The goal of this thesis to provide one or two

modest, clean-cut pieces to fit into one corner of this

puzzle -- is felt to have been accomplished.
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CHAPTER I. SEMANTIC NOTIONS AND SURFACE MARKERS

The following personal anecdote illustrates a

phenomenon which will be familiar to many parents -- a jolt

to our assumption that a word means to the child what it

means to us. From Seth's sixteenth month he and Dad would

take evening walks down the street to a large park-like

cemetery on high ground near Punchbowl. Often, during the

walk back, Dad would point Seth's good eye towards the moon

and say "What's that?". After a couple of prompting

sessions, Seth would always coo "Moon", and Dad would tell

friends how Seth's vision was improving. At least several

months after this routine had become established, Dad

pointed Seth's face one more time towards a full moon.

Seth's head cocked, his face brightened, and he cried

"Light! Candle!" leaving little doubt that he was seeing

the moon for the very first time. A disinterested scholar

might have tried the routine months earlier on a moonless

night as a control to learn what "moon" really meant to

Seth, but often we do not, even as linguists, challenge our

face-value assumptions about meaning. And even when meaning

is addressed by professionals, the philosophical

discussions seem usually to concentrate on concrete nouns,

probably the simplest semantic mapping job the child has to

face. But what of some of the more complex ch~llenges

the meanings of segments with less obvious connection to
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objects, actions and attributes in the child's cognitive

world?

As the infant begins to segment the utterances she has

long heard from others and used herself, she extracts a

number of roots -- nominal, verbal, adjectival and more. As

time goes on she becomes aware of a residue of affixes,

prepositions, changes in word order, and variation in the

roots in terms of segmental or stress or tonal changes, to

name a few. Before she reaches adulthood she will have

assigned her own meanings (though it may appear she has

discovered the meanings other speakers intend) to each

member of this residual zoo, meanings which will enable her

to build mental models which in turn allow her to

communicate more or less effectively with other speakers of

the same language. It is not within the scope of this or

any other monograph to describe this process in any detail

-- it flows over the boundaries of linguistics proper (by

almost anyone's definition) into anthropology, sociology,

philosophy, psychology and literature at least. But we

must, by way of trying to construct for the reader an

interface between the lofty questions posed above and the

mundane tables counting didja's and -ed's below, devote a

little space to the process by which the child maps

semantic notions to surface markers.
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1.1 Mapping between Semantic Notion and Surface Marker

In order to counter a bias to which we as linguists are

susceptible -- a bias in favor of processing or analytical

models over storage models -- it is perhaps good to begin

this di~cussion of semantic mapping with a short

introduction to Ann Peters' Item learning and system

building concepts. By item learning is meant the storage of

possibly complex units as unanalyzed chunks (e.g., ~'

ho~ts; ~ups). along with information about when they may be

appropriately used. By system building is meant the

discovery of how units are related to each other, including

the extraction of principles such as "Apply -s when there

are more than one". Peters presents it as follows:

Before a learner can make any hypotheses about
systems that could underlie the specific language
forms that she has perceived, she must first learn
(probably through rote memorization) a certain
(critical, but so far unspecified) number of
separate (i.e., unlinked) items. This is what I
call tne item learning stage •••• Once a
critical number of such items has been learned,
however, it seems to be in the nature of the
human mind to try to discover relationships
among them. Thus is initiated the period of
system building, characterized by •••
hypothesis making, testing and revision
(In press; see also 1983:35-61).

It is the transition from item learning to system

building that is responsible for the well-known bell-curve

phenomenon wherein, for example, a child willI) reach a

certain level of accuracy in inflecting verbs as a result

of rote- learning (broke, walked, fell), then 2) begin to

3



make many errors from the adult point of view (breaked,

faIled) as a result of a principle he has extracted ("Add

-ed when ••• ), then finally 3) carry his accuracy to a new

high when he integrates the two approaches, applying his

-ed principle to some verbs but learning others along with

their correct stem change.

Most investigators agree that what the child expects

and wants, once she has reached the system building stage

in some area, is one form to match one meaning. A child who

says "two houses" with /haws-/ instead of /hawz-/, or who

says "two mans" is clearly trying for a one-to-one match

between her simpler morphology and her notion of plurality

-- she is not inclined, for her own reasons, to change the

stem of the noun itself in expressing plurality. It is

quite a different thing to extract a phonological principle

which unites similar segments occurring in mutually

exclusive environments into a morpheme, than to learn a

list of lexical items with their variant stems and affixes.

We must remember that the child does not have foreknowledge

of the specifics of the language she is learning and may

not assign the same meaning to widely varying alternates of

what we consider a single morpheme. Moving closer now to

the topic of this study, consider for a moment the
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constellation of surface forms we as adult speakers of

English treat as a functional unit expressing the notion of

pastness:

1) a phonological rule corresponding to written
-·ed which appends /-d/ or /-t/ according to
voicing and adds a syllable after alveolar
stops -- this is a global rule except that we
have to know which verbs we can't apply it to;

2) an inventory of stem-changing verbs, each known
as an individual lexical item and each of which
appears in two or three different forms -- some
of them falling into their 0wn rule-governed
classes (e.g., wind, bind, .find and grind) and
o~hers seeming to alter their stem and also add
-ed;

3) a small inventory of invariant verbs, also
learned lexically, which neither add -ed nor
alternate their stems. Most of these -- hit,
bid or ~, for example --just happen to-eDd in
a dental stop, so that one cannot be sure that
-ed is not present. 1

4) a process whereby no verb of any type changes,
but did or didn't appears before, though not
always right before, the verb. A change in
pragmatic thrust often accompanies sentences
with these elements.

It would seem unlikely on the face of it that a child,

or for that matter a field linguist innocent of Indo-

European languages; would lump more than two of these mini-

systems together on the first try. Taking our hindsight for

granted, we sometimes approach child language as if the

child were following a script towards an cve~tual goal and

just needed a little more practice with the finer points.

This is probably true in the sense that the child knows the

nature of Language, but even if we take Language to be the
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iceberg and all the differences between languages to be its

tip, we must remember that the tip of the iceberg is still

of considerable dimensions. No seriollS linguist proposes

that a child has prior knowledge of the idiosyncratic

categories of the language of the community into which she

is born, and we should not be surprised if she-makes

various attempts to assign semantic distinctions to what we

adults know is only allomorphic variation. And we will see

in the pages below that the problem of many forms

representing one meaning is perhaps not the trickiest

obstacle facing the learner.

At the other pole of the form-meaning pair, if we can

still characterize it that simply, there is often a mixture

of overlapping meanings which, though less accessible than

the phonological material, seems to be a mirror image of

it. The states, events or actions which adults are telling

about when they use the "past" forms listed above often

share the fact that they happened in the past. So also do

events described with no past markers in sentences iike

" •• ~~nd then he tells me he doesn't have any jumper

cables!" Then there are those "I wish I didn't ••• " and "If

I had a ••• " formulae that contain "past" markers but do

not refer to past events at all (not to mention modals

which behave the same way). But perhaps more important than

these confusing exceptions is the ubiquity of notions of
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aspect and role-structure. Every action or event or state

is, in addition to being "past", a punctual action, a

process, an iteration of small actions, or perhaps just a

physical or mental state. It should not surprise us if the

child should draw on this semantic treasure-chest when

first constructing hypotheses about mapping notions onto

those dissimilar markers which she will eventually use to

mark the notion of pastness.

As well as being a lead-in to the material of this

study, these paragraphs relating English past marking with

semantic notions give us a brief look at one small portion

of the detective work a child has to do in learning

English. As Slobin says, "The child's fundamental task is

to construct mapping between meaning and form" (1984:6).

And it is our task as psycholinguists to construct a

coherent model of the generally masterful way in which she

does it. The present study aims to provide one or two

building-blocks for that model.

1.2 A Model Based on Strategies

There are at least as many models as there are

investigators. The model I would like to discuss by way of

providing some background for the present study is a

nameless, healthy, growing consensus associated with the

work of Dan Slobin and Ann Peters. Slobin (1984:4)

characterizes the effort as a psycho linguistic attempt to

respond to the challenge of Chomsky's claim that "knowledge
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of grammatical structure cannot arise by application of

step-by-step inductive operations ••. of any sort that have

yet been developed within linguistics, psychology or

philosophy" (1965:58). Towards this end Slobin has been

proposing and refining a set of "Operating Principles"

(OP's) which make up what he calls the child's "Language-

Making Capacity". Peters' work has provided a model of the

child's ability to segment early input, extracting units

and storing them for use in constructing language; Slobin's

work has focused as well on OP's "which systematize stored

data into morpheme classes and patterns of morpheme

placement in meaningful utterances" (1984:5). He concludes

that

.the application of a basic set of Op's to any
particular input language results in a universally
specifiable 'Basic Child Grammar' which reflects an
underlying ideal form of human language. Briefly,
as suggested by the nature of early child speech,
such a grammar consists of the mapping of a
collection of basic notions onto certain types of
fixed arrangements of clear~y identifiable,
acoustically tangible, and relatively invariant
phonological forms (loc. cit).

It will be seen below that many claims have been

advanced about the nature of this "collection of basic

notions". It is time now to consider the work of Derek

Bickerton, a scholar who shares with Slobin not much more

than the idea that crosslinguistic similarities in

language acquisition~ something. However, while

Bickerton does not believe in OP's or the like, he does
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have quite a lot to say about basic notions. In his

Language Bioprogram Hypothesis we find one of the most

coherent and articulate of the theories which touch on this

subject.

1.3 The Language Bioprogram Hypothesis

Although this is not the place for an introduction to

Derek Bickerton's theoretical and creole work, we will take

an apparent detour here which will lead us to an

understanding of the entirely fresh angle from which he

looks at the nature/nurture questions in child semantics.

Bickerton attempted to find answers to the riddle posed

by the striking similarities found in creole languages

around the globe. This led him to investigate the only

classic creole which has arisen recently enough that even

speakers of the pidgin preceding it were still alive:

Hawaiian Creole English. Because of the phenomenon known to

dialect geographers as apparent time -- that is, the fact

that most speakers of a language do not alter their

phonology, morphology or syntax greatly after about the age

of puberty -- Bickerton was able to interview informants of

different ages and obtain a dynamic picture of the

development of this creole language.

In sharp contrast to the dogma that creoles arose from

pidgins over long periods of time as a mixture of features

from the input languages, Bickerton found that the creole

of Hawaii had taken shape in a few short years -- less than
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one generation -- and that upon close inspection it bore

little resemblance, except in vocabulary, either to the

earlier pidgin or to any o~ the input languages. What it

did resemble, and closely so, were the creole languages of

the Caribbean, Louisiana, and the Indian Ocean. Why?

Rejecting the theories that ascribed creole

similarities to a Portuguese-based trade jargon of

centuries ago and the like, Bickerton theorized that

creoles emerged from a rather special situation in which,

for demographic reasons, a generation of children found

themselves with ~o language in common except for a single

one (English in the case of Hawaii) for which they had

access only to major content words but little opportunity

to extract structural rules. In such a situation, as in the

experiment Psammeticus had attempted, innate structures

would emerge and become established in the absence of

contradictory adult input (1981). This proposal of

Bickerton's is what he refers to as the Language Bioprogram

Hypothesis.

If Bickerton is right about the origin of creoles, and

if we assume that the genetic endowment of the children who

happen to find themselves forming creoles is no different

from that of other children, then it makes sense to look to

the data from normal language acquisition for evidence that

children tend, at least in the beginning, to restructure

those languages in terms of the same categories that are
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found in the earliest stages of creole languages.

The specific claim arising from Bickerton's work which

is most pertinent to the present study is that children

learning verb morphology will first of all use adult verbal

markers to mark the semantic difference punctual/

nonpunctual no matter what the grammatical markers mean to

the adults who speak the language. Bickerton reasons that

since aspect emerged before tense phylogenetically -- as

shown by the aspect marker being nearest the verb in

creoles -- it should also emerge first ontogenetically. He

predicts that children learning English will first treat

stem change as a marker of punctuality, then become aware

of -ed, assume they were wrong in choosing stem change as

the punctual marker and extend -ed to the past punctuals

which had previously been marked with stem change

(1981:179).

Bickerton supplies a set of specific claims about the

nature of the Language Bioprogram, while Slobin provides an

acquisition model for the "underlying ideal form of human

language". The claims of Slobin and others which are

pertinent to the present study have to do with the idea

that notions of ~spect are part of the "basic collection"

(1984:5) while notions of tense are not. Bickerton claims

that the bioprogram does include a tense notion, but that

it is a notion of ~nteriority rather than pastness. He

·feels that " .•• pastness, like animacy, is a cognitive
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concept that the child does not expect to be encoded. But

if it is, it can break the code" (personal communication).

But both would claim that the notions of aspect emerge

prior to those of tense. All the investigators mentioned so

far perceive language acquisition as an interactional

process involving native linguistic abilities, general

cognitive abilities and the nature of the input language.

Thus the present study is not aimed at confirming or

falsifying some straw-person strong form of an innatist

theory, but with examining a well-documented case of the

interaction between a child and the input language. It is

time now to look into the relevant literature on tense and

aspect and their acquisition.

1.4 The Notions of Aspect and Tense

1.4.1 Aspect

Holt, in a definition cited by both Friedrich (1974:82)

and Comrie (1976:3), calls aspect "les manieres diverses de

concevoir l'ecoulement du proces meme" [The various ways of

conceiving of the flow of the action itself] (1943:6, from

Comrie loco cit). Comrie generalizes the definition

somewhat so that it does not refer exclusively to actions

but, e.g., to states as well: " ••• aspects are different

ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a

situation" (loc. cit.) Thus the difference between the

French passe compose and imparfait is one of aspect: even

though they are usually called tenses in conventional
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grammars, they differ not in time reference but in the

duration and perfectiveness of the action or state referred

to. In English a single tense marker -ed may be used

regardless of whether the aspect of the verb is

perfective/punctual (I dropped it), imperfective (I played

ball all morning) or stative (I wanted to be taller).

Aspect tells the how of the "situation", while tense tells

when.

1.4.2 Tense

As popularly conceived and as defined by Reichenbach

(1947) and Bull (1960), tense is a notion contrasting at

least the moment of speech with the moment of the event and

also, possibly, including reference to a third point in

time (e.g., in "He had already left when .•• " or "We will

have finished eating by the time ••• "). Reichenbach renders

the primes in a conceptually elegant logical model as S

(moment of speech), E (moment of event) and R (third

reference point). He and Bull take these to be universal

semantic primes around which all languages organize their

verbal systems; they further insist that the first two

primes, Sand E, must always be present. Bull, with his

larger sample of languages, is forced to retreat to the

position that the knowledge of the time of an event is

universal and that any language ~ express it if the

speaker so chooses -- or that a tense, as he puts it, may

be expressed by zero (20). Thus he makes a mistake we will
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see more of below: he confuses cognition with semantics.

More recent authors, Hornstein (1981) and Miller (1978)

have also accepted without question the Reichenbachian

system. Hornstein is aiming at "a description of the

universal features which characterize essential aspects of

language" (117), and it is clear that for him one such

description is embodied in Reichenbach's model of tense.

All these scholars find themselves in the ethnocentric

position of forcing non-European languages into a rigid

mold.

Even languages which iQ obligatorily express tense do

not necessarily do so around Western semantic primes.

Bickerton has shown, for example, that many creoles (as

well as some west African languages and Vietnamese) express

anteriority rather than pastness and use only Reichenbach's

E and R -- that is, they mark an action which happened

prior to another time but are not concerned with its

relation to the moment of speech. Bickerton feels that

anteriority is one of the universal notions in the Language

Bioprogram.

The outstanding characteristics of tense are that it is

1) deictic, contrasting times of occurrence of two or more

events and 2) semantically complex in that it contains two

or more points crucially ordered. We must note here,

though, that this is the linguist's or philosopher's view

of tense. While the ideas of deixis and semantic
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complexity may make our distinction of tense and aspect

easier to state, we would like to stop short of claiming

that ~~ is deictic or complex in the mind of the child.

For her it may be a simple notion.

For our grown-up purposes, then, we can define tense as

a deictic notion which has as its primes at least two of

those offerred by Reichenbach -- that i~; it compares op.e

time with another. Reference to past tense in this paper

will simply mean a notion contrasting the moment of speech

with a previous time, the past tense we learned in grammar

school. It is not that we are uninterested in Bickerton's

implicit expectation that a notion of anteriority might

emerge prior to that of Indo-European tense, but simply

that· we have no idea how one might investigate such a

hypothesis in a lapguage in which adults mark past tense

grammatically.
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CHAPTER II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 Morphological Approaches with Semantic Observations

In the early stages, study of acquisition of tense and

aspect was focused on the rule-governed use of inflectional

morphology and the order in which these inflections were

acquired. The early point of view vis-a-vis the semantics

of tense and aspect was founded on face-value acceptance of

children's morphology as marking adult meanings. It is

exemplified by Brown (1973, esp. 331-3, 369). Brown lists

fourteen morphemes treated in his order-of-acquisition

study with their meanings, which do not differ from the

meanings they have for adult speakers (369). He states

that past regular and irregular are "semantically

identical" (368), and where uncontractible copula and

auxiliary show tense marking he assigns the meaning

"earlierness" to all four. His unquestioning acceptance of

face-values is nowhere more clear than when he states that

"The fact that members of these pairs [i.e., regular and

irregular past] are not acquired at just the same time

indicates that semantic complexity is not •.• the sole

determiner of acquisition order" (368).

This is not to be read as criticism of Brown or others

like Kuczaj (1976) whose focus is the acquisition of

morphological machinery, but rather an attempt to add a

semantic dimension to their good beginnings. Kuczaj was

not unaware of claims about tense and aspect, and his
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thoughtful remarks on the semantics of "past tense"

morphemes are quoted at length in another section below.

Brown was the first to not~ that the population of verbs

which first received past marking was not random as to

meaning: "Appropriate use of the past begins with a small

set of verbs which name events of such brief duration that

thE event is almost certain to have ended before one can

speak" (334). He speculates that this might be because the

caregiver speech immediately preceding had provided a

model. In fact observations like the last one quoted have

turned up with surprising frequency in acquisition studies

from a wide range of languages (de Lemos 1981 [Portuguese],

Erbaugh 1978 [Mandarin], Geodakjan 1976 [Armenian],

Radulovic 1975 [Serbo-Croatian], Toivainen 1980 [Finnish],

Varma 1979 [Hindi], Schieffelin 1984 lKaluli] -- Slobin

1984 pointed the way to many of these sources), and all of

the cases cited attest to the early marking of actions

which were punctual or completive or resulted in change of

state of the subject or object.

Transformationalists, traditionally aloof from close

involvement with the raw data of first language

acquisition, have been particularly prone to accept

children's marking of verbs as having adult meanings and to

seek syntactic explanations for apparent anomalies in

children's speech. One notable example is Hurford's

orthodox generative account of children's "double pasts"
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(as in "What did you bought?") wherein he speculates that

they result from copying the past marker in the verb stem

onto AUX and then failing to delete the copy (1975).

Although all the verbs in his examples are irregular,

Hurford takes it as given that, say, did and bought contain

identical elements, namely past tense. In the debate which

ensued, syntactic rebuttals were advanced which left

virtually unchallenged the assumption of a single

past-meaning morpheme (Prideaux 1976, Kuczaj 1976b,

Maratsos and Kuczaj 1978). Of these only Kuczaj offers an

alternate point of view: " ••• it is not even necessary to

assume that forms involving did and an irregular past tense

verb (what did you found?) redundantly express past tense,

since the young child may not code irregular past tense

verb forms as syntactically past [i.e., as allomorphic with

base + -ed--- BW]" (1976b:426). This possibility would

leave us with a choice: either 1) stem change is a free

variant of the verb base, or 2) stem change expresses

something other than pastness. Kuczaj could just as well

have said "semantically past" as "syntactically past". And

Bickerton in his treatment of the whole debate does shift

the discussion to the semantic arena. He suggests that for

chi.1dren in about their fifth year past is marked by -ed,

and punctuality by internal verb change (1981:1-16),

thereby accounting for the rapid rise in irregular~ +
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-ed forms in children around that age reported by Kuczaj

(1976). 2

2.2 Studies Aimed at Semantics

With this reference to Bickerton's review our survey

moves into a second stage, that of psycholinguists taking a

second look at semantic notions being marked in acquisition

of individual languages (though they were often aware of

universal principles suggested by their findings). These

studies have contributed to a growing consensus that

children acquiring those languages were using verbal

affixes/stem changes in a semantically classificatory way,

seeming to group verbs in terms of their aspec~ rather than

marking verbs across the board for tense.

A new element found in the conclusions of Antinucci &

l~iller and Bronkart & Sinclair is the phi1osophical/

semantic argument -- the idea, briefly, that a child must

attain a certain level of cognitive development before she

can grasp and encode deictic notions of tense, which

contrast two or more points in time. Thus it is the

semantic complexity of tense which is said to cause it to

emerge later than aspect, if that is indeed the case. We

will argue below that it is not the case.

Below we will consider, briefly, several such studies

(and related theoretical works). In the first, Antinucci &

Miller take the absolute position that children around age

two .!Q. not and cannot encode past events u t. J "!ss the events
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have left a result in the present (what we will call change

2i state actions). In the second, Bronkart & Sinclair

argue that children do not master, or reach adult

proficiency, in encoding tense unadulterated with aspect,

until after age six. In the third, Bloom et. ale find that

inflectional affixes in children's English cluster around

selected populations of verbs and that aspect is more

influential and emerges earlier than tense. Erbaugh, in a

study of the acquisition of Mandarin, a tenseless language,

argues that the change Qf state notion is so strongly

innate that children will overgeneralize, taking a

perfective particle normally limited to past actions and

using it for future and im~er~tive forms as ~~~l!. Tti=

brief preview is presented as a caveat to the reader not to

expect an orderly progression of research leading to a

clear end point. These studies mostly do not make

comparable claims, and their inclusion here is more by way

of presenting different facets of the same problem.

2.2.1 Antinuccci & Miller

Antinucci & Miller (1976), in a naturalistic,

longitudinal study of s~ven Italian children from about 18

to 30 months, with comparable data for one English-speaking

child (Roger Brown's subject Eve), came to the following

conclusion: that past marking appeared first on change Qi

state verbs (spill, break, etc.). They also hypothesized

that actions which left some observable trace in the
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present would be most salient for the child's perception of

a bridge between past and present. The following quote

makes their position clear:

The meaning of the child's past tense is at this
point rather .limited. He is able to encode a past
event, but only if it results in a present state.
• • • we could say that the past "tense" has more
of an aspectual than a temporal value. This
limitation also explains why we do not find state
or activity verbs in the past. Since these verbs
refer to events that do not result in a present
state, the child cannot put them into relation with
the present moment. At this point in his
development, in fact, the child lacks an abstract
conception of time that would allow him to
construct, between ~ two events X and Y, the
relation Event r precedes Event !, even when no
other type of relation holds between events X and
Y (1976:183-4).

Note that here they are referring to the use of past

morphology on verbs, not to past reportage. Presumably the

child might report a prior action or state which was not

change of state, but it would Got be marked with a past

morpheme.

The argument that the relevant notion is change Qf

state rather than punctuality is a claim that is heard

often. Slob in (1984:17) cites numerous references,

commenting,

In all languages for which there are relevant
data, whenever there is an accoustically salient
past-tense or perfect marking on the verb, its
first use by the child seems to be to comment on
an immediately completed event that results in a
visible change of state of some object.

Note that Slobin's comment is a statement arising from a
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review of the claims of others, not a claim arising from

his research.

Bickerton (1981:178-80) counters that change Qf state

verbs are inherently punctual, but among punctual verbs in

Antinucci & Miller's data they are not singled out for more

past tense markings than others -- exactly what was found

in the present study. He cites Kuczaj (1976), who found

that even with the youngest children in his study (24

months onward) change of state verbs accounted for no more

than half of past tense markings (1983:2). Kuczaj himself

acknowledged the Antinucci & Miller study, and though he

did not directly challenge it -- his was not a semantic

study, as noted -- his reluctance to accept their

conclusions is apparent (~ cit.:67). Weist, in a recent

review of crosslinguistic evidence, states flatly, "The

idea that the resulting state must be physically present in

order for children to make reference to a prior situation

has been discomfirmed by data from every language reviewed

here, including Italian [a reference to the Antinucci &

Miller study]" (1985:10-11). Perhaps we will not be too

surprised when we also find it disconfirmed below by

Antinucci & Miller's own data.

Antinucci & Miller, then, assert that change Qf state

actions are most salient for child's perception of a bridge

between past and present (181-2). For the English-speaking

child they say that only the change of state verbs are
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marked with -ed. They give a list of all the verbs, marking

with * those which take -ed. What they do not do is tell

which of the verbs occurring in base form (we will call

them zero-marked below) have past reference. Th~y may not

have been able to obtain this information from Brown's

study, if they even wanted it, since Brown was

investigating morphology and not semantics. In any case, we

do not know whether all Eve's past reportage consisted of

change Qf state verbs, or whether she used ~-marked

verbs to report other kinds of past actions and states but

only marked the change of state verbs with -ed. In sum, we

can say that Antinucci & Miller claim that Eve's -ed was

mapped to the notion of change Qf state but that they do

not present us with a complete picture of her past

reportage from which we could evaluate such a claim.

Antinucci & Miller's study is not quantitative and does

not contain statistical data. It does not need to, since

their argument is absolute and is not concerned with

frequencies.

2.2.2 Bloom ~ al.

Bloom et. al. (1980) followed three children froID 22

28 months. They counted instances of verbs marked with ~,

-ing, -ed/irreg. (with the latter pair lumped together as

one morpheme) but not zero-marked verbs. They found, too,

that English-speaking children tended to use verbal affixes

in a classificatory way, that is, " .•• occurrence of
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different inflections coincided with other differences

among children's verbs that were lexical, dealing with

their inherent aspectual meaning" (397). Their conclusions

strongly support the mounting consensus in favor of "the

principle ASPECT before TENSE" (407). They note repeatedly

that irregular pasts occur earlier and with greater

frequency than other marking, but like Brown they lump

-ed/irreg. as if they were certain it had a single meaning.

They did not ask whether a verb referred to a past event,

they just asked which inflections occurred with which verbs

-- a morphosyntactic approach to a semantic question. They

did not feel that the two-year-olds were using inflectional

morphemes as tense markers (p. 407). Verbs marked with

-ed/irreg. were completive, non-durative. But, they said,

"children in our study had not yet begun to use synthetic

aspect [adverbs]; neither did they appear to be using

inflections to mark aspectual contrasts. Rather,

children's use of inflections to code aspect was

essentially redundant in relation to the inherent lexical

aspect of the verbs themselves" (406). Very well, one might

ask, if they are not using inflectional morphemes to mark

tense and not using them to mark aspect, why are they using

3
them? Just as classifiers? Of inherent aspect? Since

the investigators did not keep track of past and nonpast

reference and did not count zero-marking, it is hard to

know what if anything the children are marking. There is a
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semantic (or philosophical) principle being ignored here:

something can be said to have meaning only when it can be

contrasted with something else. It would be valuable to

know. for example, how their children's past reference

verbs with -ed/irreg. differed in aspect from those with no

marking at all, or in what contexts verbs with no marking

at all occurred with past reference (we may safely assume

that they did occur). Note also that this study does not

make any claims that regular and irregular past morphemes

encode different notions, or even that they differ in

meaning from zero surface marking.

Bloom et. a1. are the first, I think, to ask what kind

of evidence we would require in order to believe that

children are beginning to encode tense reliably (their

statement above that their children are marking neither

tense nor aspect implies some rather high standards of

proof, about which we will have more to say below). They

suggest, for English, a) the occurrence of different

inflections with the same verb (presumably the contrast

between the presence of an inflection and the absence of

any inflection would not satisfy this criterion) and

b) inflection of the auxiliary ~. Without giving

unqualified assent to these, I would like to offer two more

universal criteria: c) the past marking of nonpunctuals

(wanted, liked, played all ~-y) and d) a demonstration that

the inflection in question is neutral as to aspect (as
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shown by the absence of any significant skewing in its

distribution).

Before considering below some more studies which

attempt to show that children learning tense languages use

tense morphemes to mark notions of aspect, a few remarks

are in o~d~r about the different kinds of claims one

encounters in these studies:

1) Early verbs used in past reportage are mostly
punctual or change Qf state.

2) Early verbs marked for past tend to be punctual
or change Qf state.

3) Young children tend to map past markers onto
semantic notions of punctuality or change of
state.

Some or all of these things may be true. But to infer

the third proposition from either or both of the first two

requires a logical leap. The third proposition, which is

clearly the most interesting linguistically, must have

proof of its own. Now let us examine below a study which

does make such a claim.

2.2.3 Bronkart & Sinclair

The first experiment~l study along these lines is that

of Bronkart & Sinclair (1973). In it an investigator

manipulated toy animals, people and vehicles on a model

farm and asked the child to "raconte" -- i.e., "Tell [me

about it]", (thus avoiding giving the child a tensed

question upon which to model her answer). Bronkart &

Sinclair's study is Piagetian in orientation (resting on
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their idea, for example, that the concept of tense depends

on the attainment of a more general cognitive ability to

dec enter -- pointed out by Bickerton 1983:1), and it

investigates the use of French verbal marking by children

ranging in age from three to eight and a half years. (Note

that the beginning and ending ages in this study are

considerably greater than in the others). The children

marked verbs and actions, differently at different ages,

primarily by the use or omission of passe compose (the

imparfait was so rarely used that investigators simply

lumped it in with the present in their calculations), using

it to mark nondurative [punctual] actions, i.e., those with

a clear end result, and in varying ways, to mark

"frequence" (sic. By this thoy refer to iteration). That

French children would use the passe compose to mark notions

like punctuality is not surprising, since punctuality is

the axis along which adult French speakers select the passe

compose or imparfait. Bronkart & Sinclair do not claim that

the notion of pastness is absent before age six or seven,

but that it takes the children that long to express the

same notions [i.e., using the same markers on the same

range of verbs in the same contexts] as adult French

speakers do. Bronkart & Sinclair do not take the hard line

of Antinucci & Miller -- the position that children cannot

express tense grammatically before a certain age -- but

rather present a frequency argument. The following modest
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conclusion from Bronkart & Sinclair's paper makes their

position more clear: "Spontaneous use of past and future

tenses certainly indicates that relationships of

posteriority and anteriority (i.e., of the event in

relation to the moment of enunciation} playa part, but our

results indicate that other factors also have their

importance, at least until the age of six." (1973:126) In

their discussion of their findings Bronkart & Sinclair are

not as explicit as are Antinucci & Miller in their

philosophical/semantic arguments, but their Piagetian

drift is unmistakable: preoperational children (in the age

range of two to seven) are not fully capable of encoding

temporally deictic relationships. There seems to be an

unspoken assumption on the parts of Antinucci & Miller and

Bronkart & Sinclair that there is not a distinct boundary

between language and cognition, or that the language

faculty is a sub-part of general cognition. We emphatically

disagree with that assumption, and with the treatment of

change ~ state below we will provide an example of the
4

independence of the language faculty.

Note that it is not possible to ascertain which

actions/events the children in the Bronkart & Sinclair

study would spontaneously have chosen to report, since the

investigators supplied the events to be talked about -- a

built-in limitation in an experimental study. Thus it must

be kept in mind that the children in this study may have
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been using verbs they would not normally have used in past

reportage. If the younger children relied on item- learning

-- see discussion above -- or lexical knowledge, to choose

the marking of verbs, then it is possible that a verb they

were simply not yet using for past reportage would get the

marking they associated with it -- present. Though I

consider Bronkart & Sinclair's interpretation the most

plausible one, this possibility of lexically- associated

marking could also be a factor.

Bronkart & Sinclair's study is a quantitative one. They

are able to cite proportions and percentages along with

Chi-square values, giving their findings a credibility that

is lacking in Antinucci & Miller's. This should allay

misgivings the critical reader might hRve about sample size

-- the study being based on a corpus of only 788 utterances

spread over 74 children and a large age range.

2.2.4 Bickerton on Bronkart & Sinclair

Bickerton (1981:163-80 and 1983:4-6), in a reanalysis

of Bronkart & Sinclair's study which contains more

theoretical meat than the original study, brings out an

important point: younger children seem to be more attentive

to the absolute duration of an event and less to the

inherent characteristics of it -- they do not differentiate

between iterative and durative events (mirroring

Bickerton's unmarked creole system) -- while older children

pay more attention to the characteristics of the action,
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merging iteratives with punctuals (and bringing the child

closer to the adult criterion for using the passe compose).

What is most important, I think, is the idea that very

young children mark aspectual features of actions or states

while older children seem to have assigned inherent

characteristics to verbs themselves (i.e., "length of

typical action that verb represents" -- 1983:6) -- so that,

for example, even a long, slow jump is marked as a

punctual. This observation has implications for semantic

theory that reach far beyond acquisition of tense and

aspect -- it reflects a crossover from cognitive knowledge

of the world to assigning semantic features to lexical

items -- and it merits empirical investigation.

Statistical differences between the frequency of zero

and passe compose show selective use of the latter to mark

punctual actions. Bickerton (1981) shows that for the

younger children in the study the characteristics of the

event itself are more relevant to the choice of marker,

while for the older ones it is more likely to be the

inherent aspect of the verb. Bronkart & Sinclair say, on

the basis of their French data, that children do not

achieve uniform marking of past tense in a conventional way

until around 7 years 8 months. Of course the punctual/

nonpunctual axis is the basis for selecting passe compose

vs. imparfait in adult French, so it is not surprising that

children would extract aspectual contrast as the main rule
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and not modify that rule for a long time. But Bronkart &

Sinclair said that the imparfait was so seldom used that

they lumped it with present. Maybe there are ~ot good

figures, then, on when the imparfait begins to be used

regularly. If children do use imparfait instead of

present, what could it mean to them if not pastness (unless

it is a case of item-learning)? Looking again at their

paper, they lump imparfait with present because 1) the

imparfait is so rare and 2) its use parallels the use of

the present, i.e., they are always in about the same

proportion to each other (p. 121). I think regular use of

the imparfait, especially by the same child applying it and

the present to tne same verb in appropriate contexts, would

constitute acceptable proof that pastness was being marked,

But while such criteria sound good it must be remembered

that -- in the real world of research -- corpora are often

not big enough to allow statistical study of rare items. If

this was true of my own study -- where even the most

restricted sample had more than five hundred utterances by

one child over a thirty-month period -- it must have been

much more so for Bronkart & Sinclair, who had fewer than

eight hundred utterances for seventy-four children over a

much wider age range.

2.2.5 Bickerton on Antinucci & Miller

In a comparison of English acquisition with Antinucci

& Miller's account of Italian (1981:178-80), Bickerton
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presents the following scenario of stages in the evolution

of verb marking:

English-speaking children

1) uninflected base only (base ± ~)
2) choice of base or base ± -ing
3) choice of base, base ± -ing or stem change
4) all the above and -ed, which is also extended to

stem-changing verbs

Italian-speaking children

1) uninflected base only
2) choice of base or past participle

Thus according to Bickerton's review the English-

speaking children mark the nonpunctual pole of the

punctuality opposition first, using -ing, and then later

mark the other pole with~ change. The Italian children

mark punctual first with the past participle. Then when the

English-speaking children extract and begin to use -ed,

they reevaluate their hypothesis that stem change marks

punctuality and begin to mark past punctuals with -ed. We

will see this emergence of -ed as a punctual marker played

out below in Seth's acquisition of tense and aspect.

2.2.6 Weist et. al.

In two studies of Polish acquisition and one of

English designed to refute the claims of Bronkart &

Sinclair and others about the late emergence of tense,

Weist et. al. (1984) report that 1) imperfective activity

verb phrases with past-tense inflections were observed in

all children starting from an early phase of tensed
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conversation, and 2) contrasts in aspect emerge

simultaneously with contrasts in tense. Their study

combines naturalistic studies of children ages 19 to 26

months and experimental studies of children 30 and 42

months. I believe that the method of elicitation in the

experimental study is biased to such an extent that one

could predict its conclusions in advance of seeing the

data. Remember that Bronkart & Sinclair had the child

witness a little event and then said, "Raconte" (I.e.,

"Tell [me about it]"), thus avoiding presenting the child

with a tensed model. The Weist team, as well as also

Rispoli & Bloom (1985:471 -- see below) apparently

considered this a methodological blunder. In the

experimental Polish study the investigator asked, "Co

robil/robila (past imperfective) najpierw?", i.e., "What

was [he/she] doing first?" The authors explain this

procedure as follows: "Hence the experimenter created

both the linguistic and nonlinguistic obligatory context

for a past-tense response" (364). Not surprisingly, quite a

lot of imperfective past marking was elicited, and the

investigators drew their conclusions accordingly: "The

single most important finding is that imperfective activity

[what we are calling process in this paper] verb phrases

with past-tense inflections were observed in all children

starting from an early phase of tensed communication"

(353). And further, "A second important finding is that
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contrasts in aspect emerge simultaneously with contrasts in

tense" (356). In short, it seems that Weist et. al. fail to

distinguish morphological mechanics from semantic notions:

When Bronkart & Sinclair claim that the child takes a long

time to learn to e~~ode the notion of past tense, Weistet.

a1. counter that their subjects are indeed able to

manipulate the morphology if they are given a model.

To return for a moment to their elicitation method,

Weist et. ale explained that they were interested in

learning what the child could do. Thus the provision of an

inflected verb as a model for the child was seen as a

positive aspect of the experimental study. In their

discussion of the naturalistic study of the younger

children, they do not present a single example of a past

imperfective for which at least the tense (if not also the

verb) is not modeled by an adult, though past perfectives

occur spontaneously as regards tense and choice of verb.

One suspects that the children would use an a past

imperfective only in the shadow of an adult model:

1. (imperfective)

Parent: Bartosz, and were you sleeping?
Bartosz (19 mos.): I was sleeping.

2. (imperfective)

Parent: And what were the men doing?
Marta (19 mos.): They were catching.
P: What were they catching?
M: Fish.
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3. (perfective, no model given by parent)

Bartosz (20 mos.): I fell down.

4. (perfective, no model given by parent)

Kubus' (25 mos., showing a broken toy): Such a
wheel I tore off.

The examples above do not illustrate deictic/aspectual

notions the children control, but rather the process by

which a child learns these notions. That the investigators

would include in their paper such a clear case of verb and

tense modeling as (1) underscores their willingness to

study answers to loaded questions. We cannot but agree with

Rispoli & Bloom's reasoning, in defense of Weist et. al.,

that

" ••• biasing the linguistic context aids children in
using temporal deictic notions appropriately [i.e.,
correctly in terms of the adult languagel, as it
does in real-life situations" (1985:471).

As noted above, such biasing is undoubtedly part of the

teaching/learning process. But a study so conducted belongs

with Brown's and Kuczaj's investigations of the acquisition

of the mechanics of adult morphology. It has little to tell

us about children's semantic systems. Rispoli & Bloom

censure Bronkart & Sinclair for "neutralizing morphological

priming", saying that " ••• such unbiased selection does not

occur in the real world" (ibid.) Their reasoning is as

unacceptable in linguistics as it would be in physics.

Early physicists, for example, attempted to study falling

objects in a vacuum even though they knew that 1) in the
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real world objects do not fall in a vacuum, and 2) to

produce a perfect vacuum was in any case beyond their

ability. But they wanted so far as possible to eliminate

the factor of air resistance. Researchers create conditions

which "do not occur in the real world" in order to separate

the influence of factors. This is the main characteristic

by which experimental and naturalistic studies differ, and

Rispoli & Bloom's defense of Weist et. al.'s methods is

nothing less than the negation of the philosophy of the

experimental method in general.

Returning to the morphological contributions of Weist

et. al., their study does strongly suggest t ha t even very

young children (prior to age two, just beginning to mark

verbs) have quite a bit more control of morphological

machinery than their spontaneous usage would indicate

perhaps because they are still looking for discrete

semantic notions onto which to map it. When the adult

models the verb or even only the tense for them and alerts

them that this is an appropriate situation in which to use,

say, the imperfective, then they are able to come back

quickly with the appropriate surface marking. And we must

agree with the Weist team's assumption that when a child

applies an adult past marker to an imperfective (roughly

equivalent to what we a~e calling process) verb she is

marking pastness -- but with the qualification that the

utterance be spontaneous, not modeled or imitated.
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Weist et. al. present numerical data on the kinds of

verbs and inflections recorded in the naturalistic study of

the younger children even though they stress that their

paper is theoretical and does not depend upon frequency

counts. That they do not feel that they need to support

their argument statistically is better understood when we

examine the argument they are at pains to refute: it is a

the strong form of a "Defective Tense Hypothesis" an

absolute, not a frequency argument -- which holds that

children will not and cannot encode deictic tense

relationships before a certain age. This may be suggested

by some of the studies (e.g., Antinucci & Miller say they

find ~ activity verbs with past marking, and Weist et. al.

cite other such absolute arguments), but part of the

problem is that Weist et. al. are reading into the work of

others their own failure to distinguish morphology from

semantics. That is, they think that other scholars are

claiming that children cannot use past tense morphology.

Note that we are not disputing the findings of Weist

et. al. that activity or process predicates are included

among the earliest tensed utterances, and that contrasts in

aspect emerge simultaneously with contrasts of tense. In

fact we will agree with them entirely on both points. But

it must be emphasized that their procedure cannot deliver

acceptable proof of such claims.
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In a discourse-oriented study not focused on tense and

aspect, Sachs (1983:14) f011ow~ng rather

spontaneous (the tense, but not the verb, is set by the

adult) utterances by 27-month-old Naomi:

Adult: What did you do with Kimberly today? Can
you tell me?

Child: I played toys with Kimberly. (process)
Adult: You played toys with Kimberly?
Child: I put the toys away. (punctual)
Adult: You put the toys away?
Child: I put the tinker toys away. (punctual)
Adult: Oh, the tinker toys.
Child: Was messy. (stative)

This interchange, with spontaneous tense-marked

process and stative verbs, bears out Weist et. al. 's

conclusions more credihly than do their own data (though,

as we will see below, a similar interaction between Seth

and his father would have been excluded from the present

study because the caregiver modeled the tense for the

child).

2.2.7 Erbaugh

All the semantic studies described above are similar in

that they raise many questions of interpretation and

definition and present a picture of some very complex

interaction between the input the child receives and how he

organizes it. I suggest that the reason for this is that

they are dealing with languages in which tense -- according

to Slobin (1984:37), a notion which is rather low on a

child's list of what should be marked -- is obligatorily

marked in the adult version. I wouJd like to refer briefly
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to a study (Erbaugh 1978) of the acquisition of a language

for which we are able to factor out overlapping of tense

and aspect: Mandarin Chinese. In that lang~age aspect is

clearly marked, but temporal contrasts can only be made

with the help of adverbs, adpositional phrases or dependent

clauses. Erbaugh reports that speech time and event time

are contrasted in adult Mandarin less than five per cent of

the time and almost never in children's speech. The first

aspect marker to appear is "perfective" k. Children use it

early and appropriately, she says, to mark "completed

changes of state", but they also' use it (inappropriately

from the adult viewpoint) to mark desired future changes

and imperatives: ~ Ie "[I'm going to] ha.ve run",

"[imperative] have jumped!". They also affix it to

tiao Ie---

nouns: fang zi k "It's housed [block tower is built]".

Erbaugh concludes, "First of all, the aspectual

distinctions are far more central than the temporal ones.

Secondly, we propose a cognitive universal for early

linguistic' marking of changes of state (distinguishable

from endings or results) to be commented on by the child in

a variety of overextensions relatively little constrained

by linguistic form" (36).

Erbaugh's treatment of these overextensions, like the

studies of Antinucci & Miller and of Weist et. a1., is not

quantitative. A liability of non-quantitative studies is

that the linguist always has his/her antennae up for the
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striking or rare example. An example from the present

study was Seth's overextension of didja to an adjective:

"Didja 'fraid the balloons?" It could have been grist for

~ome linguistic argument. but a survey of the diary and

tapes showed that it was the only occurrence of such an

overextension over the whole pe~iod of the study. Erbaugh

does of course provide many more examples than one, but it

would be helpful to know how common they really were. We

have yet to encounter a study showing statistically that

change .2.f state ("distinguishable from endings or results")

is a relevant notion to the child, though anecdotal

crosslinguistic evidence does strongly suggest that change

Qf state actions engage the child's interest and are

probably high in text frequency.

Erbaugh offers, in a more recent paper (1985:3), a word

of caution about the interpretation of the particle Ie. It

seems that there is a homophonous particle r writt.en with

the same character, which has the meaning of "currently

relevant" or the like, as if "Can you believe it, ••• " were

preposed to the sentence. In adult Mandarin the two can be

distinguished in that the perfective is verb-final and the

other is sentence-final. In all the children's utterances,

however, all the particles were both verb- and sentence

final. Erbaugh states that between 80% and 90% of the Ie's

were in sentences referring to immediately past events

(1985:3), but this should not make us any less
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uncomfortable. It is the use of Ie in nonpast sentences

such as futures and imperatives which is of most interest

to us here, and our inability to disambiguate ~ in these

contexts casts doubt on Erbaugh's earlier statement that a

perfective marker which is confined to past reportage in

the adult language is overextended by children.

2.3 Pertinent Theoretical Work

In this section pieces from the work of several

investigators of semantics and verbal morphology are woven

together to present a picture of the consensus which has

been developing around the mapping of aspectual and

temporally deictic notions to grammatical markers.

Bickerton found that the tense and aspectual notions marked

in creole languages (with some internal reconstruction

necessary in some cases due to subsequent decreolization)

were quite specific: where aspectual notions are concerned,

states are distinguished from processes and punctuals from

nonpunctuals; as for deictic contrast, anteriority is

marked rather than pastness. Bickerton feels that these

notions emerge phylogenetica11y and ontogenetically in the

order of their nearness to the verb stem (i.e., physical

nearness -- stem change would be nearest, then affixes,

then unbound auxiliaries in their order of distance from

the verb). He considers the punctual/nonpunctua1 aspectual

distinction to be the earliest and most basic, followed by

notions of mode and tense. Bybee, in a crosslinguistic
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study of verb morphology, cites other reasons for aspect

being marked nearest the verb stem:

The more relevant a semantic category is to the
verb, the more likely it is to fuse with it
phonologically. A systematic sample of the world's
languages indicates that aspect conditions changes
in the verb stem more frequently than any other
inflectional category (1985:23).

And the following quotes from Slobin bring the focus back

to acquisition:

Accordingly, if there is one category that
children accept as conditioning verb-stem
alternation, it should be aspect •••• Note that
the child [learning a Romance/Germanic/Slavic
language] does mark tense by affixation on
verbs or by the use of auxiliaries; but tense
is probably not relevant enough to the meaning
of the verb itself to condition systematic
change of the verb-stem as well (1984:36-37).

Thus we find scholars speaking from the separate

viewpoints of creole studies, language universals and

psycholinguistics asserting for different reasons that

aspect is the notion likely to be marked closest to the

verb stem (Slobin and Bickerton specify punctuality, and

all three specify stem change in one place or another).

Slobin concludes that innate aspectual distinctions are

somewhat unformed and flexible, whereas Bickerton feels

that while they are flexible they are also quite specific

when not guidp-d in any direction by the input data. In this

instance the creole data provide compelling evidence which

is generally supported by relevant crosslinguistic

acquisition studies (though it must be pointed out that
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Bickerton's claims of creole universals have always stirred

up lively debate among creolists and cannot be said to

enjoy universal acceptance).

On the specific nature of the punctual/nonpunctual

notions, Slobin feels that the child has a somewhat

unformed notion which accomodates to notions marked in the

adult language:

Basic Child Grammar orients to two major temporal
Perspectives. which we can characterize as Result
(punctual, completive) versus Process (nonpunctual,
noncompletive, ongoing). This distinction is
marked early on by the perfective-imperfective
forms of verbs in Slavic languages, ••• by the
progressive-past forms in English (-ing vs.
-ed) •••• (1984:19).5

Note that Slobin is talking about mapping semantic notions

onto grammatical markers, not simply the cognitive salience

of a concept: " ••• it is natural to find that children map

verb functors [i.e., inflectional morphemes] onto this

[Result] perspective [i.e •• perfective/completive notion]"

(1984:p.18). Slobin, like Antinucci & Miller, adds even

more specificity to the "Result Perspective":

We have found that •••. resul t morphemes are
located in relation to words describing changes
of state, •••• OP:FUNCTORS [an operating
principle] instructs LMC [the "Language-Making
Capacity"] to map a functor onto an accessible
grammaticizable Notion that is relevant to the
meaning of an adjacent referential unit
(1984:22).

So it is clear that Slobin thinks the "Result Pe r s pe c t Lve "

is a semantic notion which is relevant to action involving
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a change Qf state of its patient. We will argue below that

our data do not support such a specific claim.

2.4 Acquisition of the Notion of Pastness

Antinucci & Miller state categorically that "Stative

verbs and activity verbs ••• are never used in the past

tense in the children's speech, although they do occur in

the present tense" (1976:174). It is not clear from the

context whether they mean 1) that children do not use those

verbs with past reference, or 2) they use them with past

reference but not with past tense markers. In either case,

it is clear that they feel these children are not encoding

the notion of pastness. They dismiss seeming exceptions

such as the following by saying that either the verb did

not have stative (or activity) meaning at the time, or that

it did not have past reference:

Adult: Massimo, don't hit him. [Italian not
given]

Massimo (24 months): Stato lui prima. (Lit, "It
was him first") "He hit me first."

Adult:
Claudia

Chi e Pippo? "Who is Pippo?"
(25 months): Ho dormito insieme co Pippo,

ho dormito. "I slept together with Pippo,
I slept" (Pippo is a toy monkey.)

The first of these examples, where the investigators

plausibly interpret a normally stative verb -- stato -- as

having punctual aspect, calls to mind many such decisions

handled the same way in my own study (Seth, for example,

would turn over a flash card and say "That was Aleph~, and

was would be coded in the database as a punctual, not a
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stative, verb). But note that even Antinucci & Miller's

interpretation "He hit me first" does not quite fit the

description of the change of state action their claims

would have led us to expect -- though it is clearly

punctual. As for the second one, however, Claudia's

intended meaning with ho dormito seems clear enough to

allow us to take it at face value. The authors -- though

they are presenting it as an example of a past-marked

activity verb without past meaning -- state that her

sentence could be interpreted as "I was with Pippo", which

is to say that they accept it as a past-marked stative.

They also encounter piangere, "to cry" in the past

participle form: " ••• the children always said: "I didn't

cry", whi c h s e ems t 0 mean" I was n 't a cry ba by "' (180).

Again we see a verb which is clearly not change of state

being used with past marking and past reference, and the

attempt to explain it away does not deny any of those

6
facts.

Even if we substitute a weaker form of Antinucci &

Miller's claim -- that their subjects rarely marked

past-reference activity and stative verbs with past marking

(and note that this is not a quantitative study, so we

cannot know how rarely) -- what are we to make of the

occasional case where the child does do just that? If the

girl who slept with the monkey was not marking change of

state when she said "Ho dormito" two times, what was she
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marking if not pastness? It seems that the very least we

can say is that the subjects sometimes used past markers to

h d e i . . 7express t e e1ct1c past tense not10n.

Bronkart & Sinclair, as noted above, do not take the

position sometimes ascribed to them that children do not or

cannot mark deictic tense before a certain age. Their

implied criteria for the marking of tense, though not

expressed in quantitative terms, recall Brown's focus on

achievement of adult competence rather than beginnings:

"Consequently, we can conclude that from the age of 6, when

the trend towards passe composes for all actions becomGs

clearly established, and when imparfaits begin to appear,

children use tenses to express the same temporal

relationships as adults" (loc. cit.).

It is not possible to find much evidence which would

allow us to separate the early marking of pastness from

that of aspect in Bronkart & Sinclair's paper. Only two of

their eleven events are clearly imperfective from our point

of view; and none are stative. The only age-related

figures we find on the marking of this pair of events show

that the youngest children (35 - 47 months) sometimes (but

very rarely) use passe compose to describe them. But

Bronkart & Sinclair do not find it necessary -- as

Anti~ucci & Miller did -- to explain away examples such as

the following stative verb marked with imparfait: (39

months) "La voiture qui etait dans Ie garage" -- i.e.,
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"The car that ~ in the garage". But even though there is

a little evidence of the marking of pastness, it seems to

be true that, as the authors state, there is not very much

of it before age six.

Bickerton admits his puzzlement over this late

emergence of the tense notion and comments that no other

study shows such low percentages of past marking for

children over four. Bloom et. ale (1980) also express their

doubts about it, citing contradictory data from English. I

suggest that the reason lies in the strong support the

distribution of the French passe compose gives to the

child's hypothesis that it marks a punctual/nonpunctual

distinction. Compare the distribution of the regular -ed

suffix in English: the child hears it applied to statives,

duratives, iteratives, and, importantly, to'some clearly

punctual verbs -- which would tend to erode hypotheses

based on aspect and alert the child that an unknown notion

is being marked (whereas in French the aspect-hypothesis is

constantly reinforced). If I am right about this, then

interaction of the innate component and the specific

language may result in great differences in the age of

internalization of the notion of pastness (and, presumably,

other notions as well).

We have seen that widely diverging claims have been

advanced as to the age at which children acquire the notion

of pastness. Probably a good deal of the controversy could
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be eliminated by ~eading what investigators are really

claiming rather than restating their theses in the

strongest possible form. A measure of harmony could result

from a consensus on what we mean when we say a notion has

been acquired. At least Brown specified X per cent of

correct usage in obligatory contexts over X sessions, and

it is this end of the achievement continuum at which

Bronkart & Sinclair's claim is directed. If we are talking,

as we are in the present study (and as Weist et. ale also

seem to be), about how to identify individual early cases

of the clear marking of pastness, then we can have no

quarrel with those who make claims about the age at which

their subjects attain a specified criterion of accuracy.

After this utopian clarification is attained there will

still be a residue of debatable or contradictory claims

such as Antinucci & Miller's above, where their own data

contradict their absolute claim. And finally, we must not

make too little of the influence of the input language on

the age at which notions begin to be marked: a claim of

late emergence of past tense marking in French is not

necessarily at variance with a claim that the notion is

marked with the same accuracy in English two years earlier.

To end this section, the following quote from Kuczaj

underscores the fact that adult past tense markers are
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almost always used by children to report situations which

are actually in the past:

Almost without exception, the past tense forms
used by the children were semantically appropriate

• Brown (1973) observed only seven
semantically inappropriate uses of the past tense
inflection in his investigation of Adam, Eve
and Sarah's language acquisition, which in
conjunction with the findings of this study
suggests that when children begin to use the
past tense inflection (or shortly thereafter),
they understand that it is (primarily) used to
indicate pastness, and use it thusly •••• The
infrequency of semantically inappropriate uses
demonstrates that the children must be using the
time of their utterance as the primary reference
point in their linguistic references to time (as
adults do). Otherwise, the child could say I ate
dinner to refer to an event in the future from the
point of view of the time of the utterance but to
an event in the past from some future reference
point. Admittedly, such reference is highly
unlikely but if children did not use their
utterances as the primary reference point, many
more errors would be observed than is the case
(1976:68).

Kuczaj goes on to say that children do use the time of

the utterance as primary reference point when speaking in

the "present" though they are not taught to do this

and it is ~uite likely that they are predisposed to do so

(loco cit.).8

In the case of my own study, Kuczaj's point is borne

out in that there was not even one case of past tense

markers being used in nonpast utterances except 1) where

Seth had mistakenly taken an inflected form (e.g., sprayed)

as the base form and used it that way consistently and 2)

where Seth followed adult usage in past-marked forms such
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as could YQ£ or would YQ£, or wanted (where the adult means

"I now want, and have been wanting"), as in iiI van ted some

oatmeal" (Seth's meaning is "I want some oatmeal now").

We turn now to our criteria for the marking of pastness.

Being interested in the emergence of the marking of the

notion of pastness, our standards for past marking will be

aimed at identifying the individual instance -- when Seth

uses a morpheme to encode the notion of pastness -- rather

than the attainment of a standard of correct usage like

Brown's 90% criterion. Since we are trying to identify the

expression of pastness to the satisfaction of scholars who

have made strong claims about the priority of aspect over

tense, our criteria will be rather stringent:

1) The marker used must be used exclusively in
utterances with past reference, and

2) It must be neutral as to aspect -- that is, its
distribution must show no significant skewing in
the direction of verbs of a certain aspect. 9

Finally, we will show below that, as Weist et. a1.

claimed, the marking of the deictic notion of pastness

emerges at the same time as the marking of aspect.
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CHAPTER III. METHODS AND MATERIALS

3.1 The Subject

The subject of this study, born in October 1980, is

Seth Wilson, son of the investigator. Seth was totally

blind at birth lacking even pupillary response to bright

light when diagnosed at three months of age.10 He

proved to be unexpectedly gregarious in spite of the

absence of visual input, initiating interaction by vocal

calls and recognizing family friends by voice in the first

few months of life. He had the tactile defensiveness

extreme reluctance to touch anything unfamiliar -- common

to most blind infants, and most of his interaction with the

world consisted of vocal and tactile interaction with

familiar adults. By the end of his first year Seth had been

crawling for several months which he continued to do up

to about 21 months -- and seemed to be steering around

obstacles (usually). At about twelve months he was seen

reaching for shadows a swaying ficus tree cast on a white

wall. At about fifteen months his father built him a box

with a transformer, switches, pushbuttons, auto taillights

and buzzers; the lights were as big an attraction as the

noisemakers. In the months after that Seth began to g~asp

at small (two-inch) bright objects by sight. This

development coincided with his initially verb-heavy

vocabulary mushrooming to include many concrete

nouns. 11
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At twenty-eight months it was determined that there was

a tunnel of peripheral vision in Seth's left eye of about

20/2000 -- good enough to allow him to distinguish four

inch graphic figures one from another at one foot. His

father made him a set of Hebrew letters about that size,

and within a month Seth knew all of them and was clamoring

for more and more Roman letters. He memorized the spellings

of short English, Hebrew and French words since he could

only see one letter at a time and liked to show off his

ability to spell the words orally and then translate them

from one language into the other two (though his exposure

to spoken Hebrew and French was actually mihima1).

Seth began to attend Sultan Easter Seal School in

Honolulu when about six months old. He continued there

through age three and a half, by which time he had also

spent a year of afternoons at a Montessori school. From

that time until the present he has attended Montessori

full-time. The decision to place him in Montessori was made

not only because of Seth's growing independence but also

because of his refusal to interact with anyone except

adults (Easter Seal was·often a one-on-one situation, while

at Montessori it was more like ten children to one adult).

Montessori turned out to be a safe place in which to learn

to play with children; and Seth's social skills with his

peers have blossomed beyond expectations. Because of his

disability and a legal dispute with the local Department of
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Education over his placement Seth has been tested,

evaluated and observed beyond what a child might usually

expect. Contrary to early fears of the seizures, growth

anomalies and retardation that commonly accompany optic

nerve hypoplasia, he has turned out to be a normal child

except for his visual impairment and an IQ which his

evaluators feel will remain stable at about 130.

In late October 1981, just after his first birthday,

Seth's mother and father separated and were divorced a few

months thereafter. Seth stayed with his mother during the

week and two or three nights with his father on weekends,

and it was during this period (age fifteen months) that the

data collection for the present project was begun. The

following June (1982) Seth came to live with his father,

and that arrangement has continued up to the present. Since

spring 1984 he has spent weekends with his mother and

stepfather and spent weekdays with them during June and

July of 1985. Seth's father remarried in early 1985, and

there has been a three-person household since that time.

The English Seth has been exposed to at home would be

called educated southern English in the father's native

East Texas: mildly southern phonology and vocabulary with

mostly standard English inflectional affixes and strong

verbs. His early phonology reflected, for example, a

southern rule converting a final consonant and initial

voiced /th-/ to gemination of the final consonant: "Bag the
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groceries" ==> "Bag ga groceries", etc. He has not had much

exposure to basilectal Hawaiian Creole English, though

about half of his teachers through the years have spoken

standard English somewhat accented with creole -- locally

known as "Pidgin". Though he has the usual creole

vocabulary of a child raised in Hawaii, Seth has not been

much exposed to the variety of creole where past-reference

verbs are unmarked or marked with wen or bin. He has never

to our knowledge used stay or wen to mark a verb, and there
12

is almost no creole influence on his marking of verbs.

As noted above, Seth was enrolled in Montessori because

of his need for socialization skills. He was adamant in

his refusal to interact with children anywhere near his own

age until about age three. This may be worth noting in

talking later about his marking of verbs, as the input

addressed to him before age three was probably much more

adult than that which, say, a child with close older

siblings might hear. However, there is no reason to suppose

that his exposure differed much from that of only or

firstborn children in middle-class homes.

3.2 Data Collection and Organization

The first thing that needs to be said about the data

collection for this project was that the data was not

collected with a particular project in mind. Thus, though

the idea of experimentation was often entertained and its

value recognized, the working hypothesis emerged too late
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for experiments to be set up and this study must be billed

as "naturalistic". The diary and taping were begun in

Seth's sixteenth month, and the decision to investigate the

marking of tense and aspect was made at about 46 months.

The original purpose of the data collection was to provide

a useful longitudinal corpus of the language of a blind

child, knowing that one of the side-products would be a

thesis topic.

3.2.1 Tape and Diary

When Seth was fifteen months, three weeks old, the

first audiotape was made on a Sony TeM-280. A diary was

begun at the same time. The original commitment was to

tape at least one hour per week of the inter~ction between

Seth and his father, to supplement that with diary entries

which were intended to capture only new material, and to

continue that program until Seth was forty-two months old.

In addition, a half-hour videotape was made every six weeks

to two months from seventeen to about forty-two months -

sixteen sessions in all. The videotapes were not used in

the present study (henceforth reference to "tapes" is to

audiotapes only). As it turned out, the weekly taping

continued up to about 51 months, when it slipped to about

once a month. At this writing there are about 245 hours of

audiotape, eight hours of videotape and five large ring

binders of diary notes. Appendix E lists the 66 half

hours of audiotape which was transcribed or otherwise used
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for the present study.

Tapes were made without assistance, just Seth and his

father and the tape recorder. Taping accompanied waking up,

eating, diapering/toileting, outings, bathing, fights and

love-talk. The interaction thus recorded was quite

naturalistic except that during taping Dad would sometimes

break a silence by trying to engage Seth in conversation

while during other hours occasional silence was a welcome

relief. But Seth was and is a voluble talker who speaks

clearly, and the tapes are full of unelicited, spontaneous

chatter. The original plan was to transcribe a whole hour

of tape every week. Since the project was carried out

simultaneously with full-time doctoral course work and

single parenting, however, the transcription fell further

and further behind. The first fall-back plan was to

transcribe only a half-hour per week, then to the best tape

during a time period, and finally to just whatever could be

done.

The diary notes were expected only to keep track of the

"leading edge" of Seth's language development. As such,

the diary is quite successful. It probably contains almost

the very first S-V-O sentence and most occurrences of

improbable utterances like "Berenstain Bears Get Into a

Fight, that's what I got book" (Le., "That's the book I

got") or "What are you cookin' on a hot?ii (i.e., "You're

cooking on a hot what?"). If taping was somewhat chaotic
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even though time was allotted for it, keeping diary notes

was worse. It seemed that the most interesting utterances

preceded by about ten seconds Seth's standing up and

beginning to topple out of his high chair. At those times

Dad had to make a decision whether to write verbatim and

let Seth fall or catch him and write an approximation after

drying tears and cleaning up the spilled oatmeal.

Approximations were duly labelled. Up co thirty months all

the diary entries were made in a broad phonetic

transcription, and after that time entries were made in

standard orthography except when phonetic notation was

needed to capture an important feature.

3.2.2 Extraction of the Database

3.2.2.1 Transcription and Database Entry

It was decided that sentences would be extracted from

the taped data and entered in a computer database. For the

quantitative data a computer database form [see Appendix A

for a more detailed description] was created containing

fields for the verb and sentence, Seth's age in months and

weeks, information about the aspect of the predicate and

the marking of the verb, information about repetitions,

imitations and information about whether the verb or tense

was modeled by the caregiver.

The transcription (or database entry, since sometimes

the written medium was bypassed and data entered directly

into the database) was done using a Sanyo TRC 8070 Memo
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Scriber with foot controls and adjustable speed and pitch.

Since Seth's r-ri~Gry parent was also the transcriber, and

since Seth's speech is quite clear, a relatively small

proportion of utterances had to be rejected as

unintelligible. Distance from the microphone and traffic

noise were the major causes of unintelligibility, though at

times there were clear, purposeful utterances which were

repeated on request but could never be deciphered. No

record was kept of the proportion of utterances rejected

for unintelligibility, but it would be safe to say that it

was fewer than one in twenty and perhaps more like one in

fifty.

It was found, when the present study was taking shape,

that some time periods did not have much transcribed

footage or that the transcriptions for that time did not

have enough past-reference utterances. In these cases

additional tapes were "skimmed" for only the utterances

wanted and the relevant context (e.g •• modeling of the verb

or tense, repetition). In "skimming" the same care was

taken as in regular transcriptions -- i.e., difficult

passages were slowed down, played over and over with the

volume up, and rejected when still doubtful -- except that

only the pertinent information was entered, and not on

paper but directly.into the database via the PC keyboard.

In this way it was possible to gain access to the data from
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many more tapes than could have been done by transcribing

in the usual way.

3.2.2.2 Diary Entries

Marginally past reference utterances -- that is,

utterances which seem to be repottage but which are so

close to the action that it could just as accurately be

said that they accompany it -- begin to appear in the diary

at age sixteen months. In Seth's twenty-first month

unambiguous after-the-fact reports are found. From that

time forward every firRt occurrence of a verb in a certain

aspect [e.g., have boogers was logged as a stative, and

have breakfast as a punctual] was entered into a second

database, to be used for nonquantitative information.

Together with the database of taped utterances, it could be

searched to show the rate of addition of verbs and their

use and marking by month. Figured cumulatively it showed

Seth's total productive repertoire .(ignoring attrition) at

each point in time.

3.2.3 Database and Spreadsheet

Once the database had been created, a set of

e0rting/querying commands was written which lYould ask

questions like the following: At month N, how many punctual

verbs were marked with stem change? At month N, how many

process verbs were marked with -ed plus stem change or did

plus stem change?
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At this point two things happened that forced a

compromise on the setting of time intervals: 1) The

rigorous elimination [for some calculations] of all stative

and invariant verbs, imitations, repetitions and modeled

utterances, questions and negatives with did and

questionable marking [e.g., "I watch red?] the turtles"]

reduced this past-reference corpus by more than 25% (from

13
782 to just over 500 utterances) and 2) dividing and

redividing of verb populations (e.g., separating strong

from weak and then punctual from process) by the sorting

operations conspired to make some of the figures too small

for reliability. A column of figures, for example, might

show 100% (one out of one) of statives marked with stem

change in one time period, 0% (none out of one) in the

next, then 50% (one out of two) in the next. Lumping all

three into a single larger time period would yield a 50%

figure that would fit more credibly into a string of other

figures, giving a less erratic picture of Seth's usage. The

smallest interval that would still permit manageably large

sub-samples was two months. Therefore a query in the

database was run on a field labelled, for example, "month

28", which contained all the utterances from the day Seth

~~s 28 months old until one day before he was 30 months

old.

The figures obtained in the quantitative part of this

study, then, are based on two-month intervals beginning
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with the first occurrences on tape of spontaneous

past-reference utterances (24 months) and ending with month

52. They were entered into an electronic spreadsheet in

that form, and from there they could be compared, reduced

to percentages, and represented graphically either in the

two-month intervals in which they had been entered, or

combined so that time periods of four months or one year

could be shown. It was found that, for the tables in this

study in which statistical significance was shown, it was

necessary to present data in one-year periods.

The entire database was sorted into several more

limited ones depending on the types of questions asked. For

example, in looking at Seth's total population of past

reference verbs both the tape and diary entries could be

considered, since only types were important. No attempt was

made to count the past-reference utterances contained in

the daily diary notes taken over a three-year period. There

were just too many, and no quantitative information could

be gained thereby about Seth's actual usage. But in doing

frequency, or token, counts on type of verb marking, diary

entries had to be excluded because of their leading-edge

nature (that is, the new and different items tended to be

favored over familiar material). Instances of modeling by

the caregiver were excluded to give a picture of Seth's own

spontaneous usage. All the questions and negatives formed

with do-support had to be excluded to bring the differences
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between the main types of marking .. ,- stem change, -ed and

didja -- into sharper relief. Utterances containing was

-ing were excluded as they were always process and their

distribution told us nothing. Utterances with have and used

!Q occurred so rarely as to be of no statistical value, and

they too were excluded. For purposes of examining the

distribution of~ change and -ed, stative verbs and

invariant verbs (~, spit) have been excluded for reasons

given below in 4.111. The database taken from tapes, before

any exclusions, contains 782 utterances; the one from which

statives and invariants, modeling, imitations, repetitions,

and ~-supported negatives and questions (but not didja)

have been excluded contains 505 utterances for the thirty

months (compare, for perspective, Bronkart & Sinclair's 788

utterances for 74 subjects over more than twice the age

range).

3.3 Coding and Definitions

In the present study the first criterion for an

utterance to be included in the corpus was that it referred

to an action/event/state in the past. In this the focus was

like that of Bronkart & Sinclair but different from many of

the other studies which selected verbs marked a certain way

and tried to assign meaning to the marking.

The principle behind considering all verbs of past

reference, regardless of marking, is simply that one cannot

say anything about the meaning of a morpheme -- like stem
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change or -ed -- without comparing it to similar cases

where that morpheme is lacking -- as when a past-reference

verb is unmarked. To look at all verbs marked with -ed or

stem change, extract a salient feature -- like punctuality

or change of state -- common to all of them, and assert

that the marker is mapped to that meaning is to ignore the

possibility that zero or other marking may have just the

same distribution.

Now haYing established a corpus of past-reference

utterances, what are the questions one would want to ask of

such a corpus in order to study the acquisition of past

tense? First, in the face of so many claims in the

literature that "past" marking begins by marking aspectual

notions, it was decided that the verb in each utterance

should be assigned to an aspectual category. What these

categories are and how they were arrived at is described

below.

In keeping with the general drift of claims and

findings in the literature, every predicate in the data was

classified as punctual, process or stative, with change of.

state being coded separately but counted as punctual. But

just what is meant by punctual?

3.3.1.1 Punctuality

Different aspect-marking languages lay their axes

acro~s different portions of the semantic map, some marking
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a perfective-imperfective distinction and others a

progressive-nonprogressive one. These are more often than

not complicated with notions such as iterative, habitual,

continuous, past and the like. Slobin (1984:19) suggests

that " ••• t he two temporal Perspectives of Basic Child

Grammar are neutral and superordinate to these

language-specific categories." He calls those two temporal

perspectives Result and Process. and feels that they are

sufficiently general that they can evolve into the whole

range of categories marked in adult languages. Although

findings in the present study make me reluctant to endorse

even this much innate semantic organization, I feel that

the best way to explore this area of child semantics is to

adopt an axis of punctuality that is general in the spirit

14
of Slobin's statement above. The coding of punctuality

in this study, then, is going to be an attempt at

applying the sense of Slobin's Result Perspective to

specific cases.

In general a predicate will be said to be punctual
if 1) it is a point action: fall, sneeze, etc., or
2) it is an action that is unitary in the Slavic
sense -- that is, it has a beginning and an end
point: take a bath, eat breakfast, talk to (= have
a talk with) John.

3.3.1.2 Change of State

One claim heard often in studies of tense/aspect

acquisition is that children first mark as past verbs which

express the change of state of an object or patient (These
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verbs are, as Bickerton points out, always punctual, and he

feels it is the punctuality alone that is being marked --

1981:178-80). It is apparent from an examination of the

examples given by various authors that the change of state

notion is patient-oriented rather than depending on

grammatical subject or object (indeed, in Antinucci &

Miller's study much of their case was built on an

ergative-Iookiug agreement between past participles and

their "objects") and that will be our orientation here.

If a transitive verb has had a perceptible
physical effect on its [already existing] object
(patient) -- "eat a cookie", "break it" (but not
a project like "builtl a house", "write a letter")
-- or if the [already existing] subject (patient)
of an intransitive verb goes through a gross or
perceptible physical change -- "fall down", "go to
the park" (but not an experience like "wake up",
"hurt my feelings"), that item was coded as
change of state.

3.3.1.3 Processes

Process implies action that is ongoing, without a goal

or end point specified or at least not an immediate one.

These are the actions/events Bloom et. ~l. (1980:397) call

"durative" and Antinucci & Miller (1975:167) call

"activities". Even if a verb is usually used as a

punctual, when it occurs with ~ V-ing it is coded as

process: "I was drinking my [bath] water, Dad." (An

occasional stative is also marked with -ing: "We were

living on Molokai at that time"). Sentences such as the

following had predicates that were coded as process: "We
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all swim and kick and swim and kick"; "Did you sleep in

your bed yesterday?"; "Didja play catch [with] Suzie?";

"Didja cry?" Sometimes an adverb or nonlinguistic context

was the cue for distinguishing punctual from process. "I

talked to Marsha" (meaning, "I had a talk with Marsha", an

act with a discrete end point) was considered punctual. "I

talked to Marsha for a little while" (focussing on how the

time was passed) was coded as process. In an utterance like

"We ate, and we ••• ", if it is known that the kids sat and

ate and talked for an hour or so, then it is coded as a

process. Help and !£L plus verb were considered processes.

If the focus was on an activity itself rather
than on its end-point or the fact that it was
completed, the utterance was coded as process.

3.3.1.4 States

Statives are predicates that denote more or less

unchanging states, often mental ones: being, having,

wanting, liking. Some examples of sentences in the data

that were coded stative: "Didja 'fraid the balloons?" [= I

was afraid of ••. ] "I missed you, Dad." "I forget to push [=

turn off] a light."

In general a verb is said to be stative if it
denotes a state of being rather than an action or
a process.

Finally! it should be remembered that the aspect

assigned to a particular occurrence of a verb must always

depend upon the available context. Many if not most verbs

are multivalent as to aspect, and one must consider at
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least the whole verb phrase before making a decision. For

example, have is an archtypical stative, but "I had

breakfast with Joan" is punctual and "We were having the T.

V. repaired" is process. It is also true, on the other

hand, that most verbs have some kind of inherent or

non-marked aspect, that is to say, the aspectual notion we

would assign in the absence of contextual evidence to the

contrary. But in this study we have thought it best simply

to code a verb, each time it is used, as having the aspect

15
it has in that particular context. Thus inherent

aspect does not figure in either type or token counts in

this study.

3.3.2 Coding of Morphological Marking

Coding for the marking Seth gave a verb was relatively

straightforward. We want to emphasize that this study was

not concerned with the correctness of Seth's morphology

from the adult point of view and did not, for example, code

"I breaked it" differently from "I dropped it" (except

in that section where strong verbs were distinguished from

weak ones). The study was concerned, rather, with what

adult markers Seth did in fact use and how he mapped them

onto semantic notions.

The following kinds of marking were found to occur

with verbs of past reference: stem change, ~, -ed, did,

didja, ~ -ing and double (representing more than one

marking), plus an occasional has or used 1Q. Didja,
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discussed more fully below, was Seth's first past

tense marker and probably the only feature of this study

that makes his blindness relevant or interesting.

3.3.3 Coding for Spontaneity

It is the purpose of this study to present a clear

'picture of the distribution of "past" morphemes vis-a-vis

the aspect of the verbs with which Seth uses them in his

own deliberate, spontaneous utterances. The main purpose of

coding for spontaneity is to protect the "Seth-ness" of the

sample. We do not want to contaminate the sample with

utterances which have been recently imitated, coached or

modeled, or with numerous nervous repetitions which might

muddy up our inferences of Seth's own system. As a control

against such data-spoiling factors we have adopted the

following conventions:

An utterance was marked tense modeled if the caregiver

had first used the same morphological marking within the

boundaries of that same topic. If Dad asked, "What were you

guys doing in there?", and Seth answered "We were playing

with the Visualtek", his sentence would be coded as tense

modeled. If he answered "I found my Hebrew letters", the

marking would be considered spontaneous. Even more

strictness -- in the sense that it led to the elimination

of more utterances -- was added by considering stem-change

and -ed to be the same tense as Did questions: If Dad

asked, "What did you do at Mommy's?" and Seth answered "Oh,
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we went to Kahala Beach", it was considered tense modeled.

This may be carrying caution too far at the expense of

maintaining sample size, but it was the intuition of this

investigator -- developed over many hours of transcribing

dyadic interaction -- that modeling did indeed influence

Seth's choice of verb marking.

An utterance was marked verb modeled if the caregiver

had first mentioned the verb, in any tense, within the same

conversation. If Dad said, "Give D. J. the Speak-n-Spell",

and Seth said, "I already gave it to him", his verb was

modeled. If Dad asked, "Did you play with Aunt Marty?",

and Seth answered, "We played marbles", then we do not use

this as an instance of Seth's using a process verb for past

reportage or past marking (an occurrence which would, in

the early stages, be expected to be somewhat rare -- thus

we would want to be sure that any case we labelled that way

was authentic and spontaneous).

An utterance was labelled as a repetition if it

occurred more than once with the same reference during one

recording session. If it differed from the first version

only because of ellipsis or pronominalization, it was still

called a repetition: "I ate [= fed] him! I ate that

peacock!" would be counted as one spontaneous utterance and

one repetition. If verb marking changed in any way, it was

not considered a repetition: "Did you came? [double

marking] I'm glad you came, Dad!" [simple stem change] is
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treated as two spontaneous utterances in the database.

Sometimes even across sessions (some sessions were only

fifteen minutes long) it was felt that an item was just

stuck in Seth's mind, and it was labelled as a repetition.

Once for a period of several days Seth seemed to punctuate

each interaction with "We went to the Pizza Hut", and every

tape session contained several instances. It would have

worked against the purposes of the study to have counted

all these instances as spontaneous utterances because it

would have thrown a large number of instances of the~

change/change Qf state combination into the database.

A direct imitation of another's sentence, subject to

the same freedom of ellipsis and pronominalization, was so

labelled. Again, if Seth changed the marking of the verb

-- and he did often override the caregiver model with his

own version -- it was treated as a spontaneous utterance

since it did offer insight into Seth's own system.

3.3.4 Classification of Verbs

Finally every verb in the data was coded as strong,

weak, or invariant according to its past form in standard

English. This made it possible, for example, to ask

questions like, "At age N, does the percentage of strong

punctual verbs marked with stem change (or -ed or zero)

differ from the figure for streng process verbs?"

Decision-making in coding evolved from an initial

resolve to follow slavishly a comprehensive set of
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conventions to a realization that there will always be the

marginal case. In rare cases -- perhaps fewer than one in

fifty -- where intuition said that a case was truly

marginal, even though literal application of the

conventions would allow an assignment, the case was thrown

out. The guiding philosophy was to keep the main questions

in sight and eliminate data of which we were uncertain

rather than trying tc maintain a certain sample size.

TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF CODING FEATURES

Aspect

punctual
change of

state
process
stative

Morphology

stem change
-ed
zero
iiTdja
did
have
used to---

Spontaneity

imitation
repetition
verb modeled
tense modeled
spontaneous

Verb Type

strong
invariant
weak

3.4 Seth's Visual Impairment and Didja

Before leaving this section a little must be said about

Seth's visual handicap as it bears on this study. As

noted in the prefatory remarks, the most important fact is

that if Seth had been a sighted child the data would not

have been gathered at all. The present topic having been

selected, Seth's disability was demoted to a peripheral

status as a causal factor. Since the study was done

without a control subject it is impossible to say with

complete confidence that Seth's in~bility to see very much

did not influence his cognitive and semantic development
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vis-a-vis deictic and aspectual notions. But it is this

writer's opinion that, except for the one feature

discussed below, Seth's visual disability is not of much

interest to us in the context of this study.

The one exception to all this is the early emergence of

Seth's first verb marker, didja. For Seth didja did not

contain the meanings "second person" or "question" (see

examples below) but was a simple morpheme which went before

the verb in many past-reference utterances and never

occured in nonpast utterances. We have to look to the

literature on blind children's language to see how natural

it is that Seth should have developed this marker.

The consensus of the literature on the early verbal

development of blind children (and Seth was blind by

any definition for a good part of his early life) seems to

be that, compared with sighted children, they imitate a

relatively high proportion of the time (vide, for example,

Dunlea 1982). Dunlea observes that blind children

characteristically imitate their mothers' speech in

somewhat anomalous ways, and this seems to be especially

true of the questions the mothers use as initiators of

interaction. For instance, Dunlea cites blind children's

requests that take forms like "Wanna hear a record?", and

reports of their own actions expressed as "Did you drop the

horsie?" (289-90). This tendency to imitate formulaic

chunks mayor may not be causally related to blind
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children's delayed grasp of the true semantic primes

(plus/minus speaker, plus/minus addressee) on which correct

use of pronouns rests, but it certainly serves to frustrate

any attempts at investigations in that area. On the

positive side, Dunlea suggests that a verbatim

constellation of words fills in for the missing visual

Gestalt which "provides instant simultaneous access to

information which is otherwise segmented by space and time"

(295). The tendency to use the mother's speech in this way

is, she feels, "at once an index of some of [the

children's] basic confusions and a vehicle through which

they may come to better understand the invisible

environment" (296). This kind of holistic imitation is

also reminiscent of autistic echolalia, but in this respect

the difference between Seth's language and autistic

language is that Seth was perfectly capable of segmenting

the utterances he imitated, whereas this is not true for

autistic children. In both cases, at any rate, the phrase

evokes the whole situation, and this is probably the

motivation for the persistence of imitations in blind

children even after they are capable of sophisticated

output.

Seth's language development was stereotypical in this

regard. At about thirty months he was tested by a speech

therapist in what he appparently considered an intimidating

situation. She complained that he did not once give what
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she considered to be an answer but would instead mimic her

questions up to a length of twelve words. But once out the

door among his familiars, he could converse like anyone

else. One of the most persistent patterns of caregiver

input was Seth's father's use of "Didja •••• ?" to initiate

interaction with Seth: "Didja fall down, Bird?", "Didja

talk to Mommy?", etc. Seth's first didja sentence, the

first thing one morning in his twenty-third month, was

"Didju wake up, Bird?" [Bird is Seth's nickname, not Dad's]

-- his Dad's usual morning greeting. Like almost every

didja sentence he uttered, the first one had the American

English rising question contour. A transcript as far back

as 17:2 (month:weeks) finds Seth extracting didja from

three points in a long utterance:

Dad: (trying to elicit a newly acquired word,
emphasizing "thirsty") What else did you
learn this week? Did you learn to say
"thirsty"? Did you learn to say you're
thirsty?

Seth: Chijuu?

Formulaic (but appropriate in terms of past reference)

use of didja was noted at 22 months (that is, Seth used

whole chunks that were normally addressed to him like

"Didja wake up, Bird?"), and in the month after his second

birthday he began to apply didja productively in

spontaneous, original combinations:

(24 mos) Didja fall down tray. (= You knocked the
tray down, "faIled" it down)
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(24 mas) Didja see Barbara. (= We had a talk with
her)

(25 mas) Didja cry. (= I cried)
(25 mas) Didja play toys [with] Lyle. (= I

played ••• )
(26 mas) Didja throw blankets. out. (= I threw ••• )
(26 mas) Didja have it. (= I had it [a ball])
(28 mas) Didja be quiet [at] the meeting. (= I

was quiet)
(29 mas) Didja 'fraid [of] the balloons. (= I was

afraid)
(30 mas) And didja see the birds with you. (= you

saw the birds with me)

His father at first interpreted these as questions, but

it soon became clear that for Seth didja did not have

interrogative meaning, nor did it refer to second person or

even necessarily to Seth himself (though that was the most

common reference).

The reason for this seeming digression will become clear

below when we examine the formal and semantic roles of this

idiosyncratic little marker.

Finally, we must point out that it Seth's extraction of

didja as a past marker, not its frequency in the adult

input, that is anomalous. The subjects in the following

examples are (presumably) sighted children. Sachs reports,

The parents [the Sachs] also used instructional
questions about events that had just occurred,
attempting to elicit utterances, as in, "What did
you do, Honey?" "Did you go nite-nite?" or "Did you
boo Gammy?" Naomi [the subject] eventually used
these instructional forms in her own speech. For
example, at 25 months she would do something and
then ask her mother or father, "What's Naomi do?"
(1983:18).

The following exchange between Catherine Snow and
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18-month-old Meredith contains examples of the same

strategy:

Meredith: "Bandaid"
CS: "Where's your bandaid?"
Meredith: "Bandaid"
CS: "Did you fall down and hurt yourself?"
(1978:254, cited .in Sachs, ~ cit. p . 8).

If this pattern of interaction is indeed common in

middle-class white families, it would not be surprising if

Seth were not the first visually impaired child raised in

such a family to hypothesize that didja is a marker of

pastness.
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CHAPTER IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In this chapter the findings of the study will be

reported matter-of-factly, without much attempt at

interpretation. The discussion and summing-up will be saved

for the final chapter.

4.1 Stem Change and =Ed as Punctual Markers

4.1.1 The Encoding of Punctuality

4.1.1.1 Guide to Reading Tables 2 - 4

As noted above, the analysis will be confined to

stem change, -ed, didja and~ (no overt marking). Was

-ing also occurred in the tapes with some frequency but was

always nonpunctual and therefore not of interest to us.

Other forms of marking such as used ~, have ~ and

unstressed did occurred so infrequently as to be of no

statistical value.

PunctualitL rather than change Qf state is the factor

considered in these tables, as it will be shown below that

change ~ state ~ ~ is not relevant to the choice of

morphological marking.

The reader will note that the tables do not include

statives. The 61 stative utterances were omitted because

they contain a small, nearly closed, class of verbs (be,

have, want, forget, love, ~, like, know and ~, with

only the first two cccurring five or more times). Most

(75%) of Seth's stati~es were forms of have and ~. These

are stem-changing verbs, but they occur with such frequency
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in Seth's speech and in the input to him that they are

quite probably learned lexically, as items, rather than

being segmentable as verbs plus affixs. We are not

comfortable in analyzing a three- or four-year-old's was as

~ plus stem change. Alternates like "Where Daddy went/

Where Daddy go?" are common in early acquisition, but they

are not paralleled by pairs such as *"What was that/what be

that?" Since we are trying to discover whether types of

marking are mapped to a semantic notion -- which will be

shown most clearly where there is some choice of inflection

it was felt best to omit statives from this table.

Table 2 is based on both strong and weak verbs (that

is, those that express pastness in adult English with stem

change or -ed). Invariant verbs like hit, spit were

excluded because the fact of their not being inflected in

the input language could have skewed the distribution of

the marking used on them. To put it another way, "Daddy

put it down" with past reference is ambiguous in that ~

mayor may not be monomorphemic, while "Daddy go outside"

shows clearly the absence of marking.

Table 3 is based on strong verbs only, and Table 4

on weak verbs only.

Each table is divided into three sections: A) Raw

Figures, B) Percentages and C) Punctuality Ratios and their

significance. In Tables 2 and 3 an additional part D is

added which is a repeat of C except that stem change and
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-ed are combined and treated as if they were the same

thing.

4.1.].1.i Part A: Raw Figures

The raw figures represent sums of tokens taken from the

taped data. Though the data was originally entered by week

and later grouped into two-month periods, it was necessary

to combine the shorter periods into these three time

periods, separated by Seth's third and fourth birthdays, in

order to obtain samples large enough to work with.

4.1.1.1.2 Part B: Percentages

The percentages, taken directly from the raw figures,

reflect the distribution of a given marking vis-a-vis the

others, for each of the two aspects separately. In

addition, at the bottom of each column there is a row

labelled ALL, which is an average of the percentages for

all three "years". The raw figures in Table 2 CA) showing

42 zero/punctual and 9 zero/process verbs in Year 3 do not

tell us as much as does the percentages section (E), which

tells us that 25% of punctual and 53% of process verbs were

zero-marked in that year. To give one more example,

still in (B), looking under Stmchg and across from All, we

see that for the entire period covered by the study 53% of

punctual and 30% of process verbs were marked by stem

change. In this way we are able to compare the distribution

of the different kinds of marking vis-a-vis aspect without

being influenced by the fact that punctuals have a much
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higher text frequency than do process verbs.

4.1.1.1.3 Part C: Punctuality Ratios and Significance

The reader is spared the task of comparing separate

tables for punctual and process verbs by the reduction of

the two percentage tables to one table of ratios which are

measures of the punctuality of a type of marking. A ratio

of punctuality represents a punctual percentage figure

divided by the corresponding process figure. Thus we see

for example, still looking at Table 2 (C), that zero

marking in Year 3 was only about half as frequent (0.47)

with punctual verbs as with process verbs (that is, 25%

divided by 53%). Looking at the bottom of the Stem change

column, we see that for the entire study period stem change

was 1.78 times as frequent with punctual verbs as with

process verbs. Looking to the left of that figure we are

able to compare it with the 0.43 ratio for ~, or absence

of marking, for the overall period of the study. It is not

the punctuality ratio alone that is meaningful so much as

the comparison between the punctuality ratio and ~:

Looking at the -ed column for Year 5, we see that the

punctuality ratio is only 0.77 -- meaning that during that

period -ed marked punctual verbs somewhat less frequently

than process verbs. But the ratio for -ed is so much higher

than that for~ -- 0.22 -- that it can easily be seen

how the significant p = .04 was obtained when Fisher's

Test was performed on the raw figures.
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Since the percentages and ratios do not tell us

anything about reliability, Fisher's Exact Probability Test

was run on the figures for stem change and -ed. This test

calculates the probability that a given distribution of

tokens.related by the presence or absence of certain

variables would occur at random -- that is, if the

variables did not have any influence on each other at all.

This probablilty is expressed as Q ~~. For example, the

figure p = .001 for stem change in Year 3, Table 2 (C), was

arrived at by applying Fisher's test to the following set

of figures for Year 3:

Punctual Process

Stem change 54 0

Zero 42 9

Fisher's test yields ~ = .001, which means that there is

only one chance in one thousand of reaching such a

distribution randomly -- that is, if there were no

relationship between stem change and punctuality. In this

study we say that a relationship is significant if p < .05,

so we can say with confidence that stem change and

punctuality are related in Year 3.

The punctual/process ratios, as we saw above, are meant

to give us an idea of the distribution pattern of the

different types of marking regardless of sample size.

Fisher's test is sensitive to sample size (the main reason

for using it here), and thus the ratios will not always
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correlate with the ~ values. We may find an impressively

high ratio -- like the 2.00 for -ed in Year 3 -- (Table

2,C) alongside an insignificant ~ value -- .29 -- because

of the small sample size on which Fisher's test was run.

Notice that for both the stem change and -ed columns the ~

values are mostly lower for the totals of all three years

than for the individual years, while the ratios of the

totals look more like averages of the ones for individual

years. Notice also, for example, that the Q = .00001 for

stem change, all years, is five times as low as the

Q = .0002 for stem change in Year 5, though the ratio for

all years is almoet the same as that for Year 5. This is

because of the confidence Fisher's test places in larger

samples. Thus it is possible -- as seen for the figures

for -ed in individual years and in all years combined in

Table 4 (C) -- that most of several sets of figures will

not show a significant relationship but that significance

can be seen when these sets are combined. This being the

case, then, there will be instances below where a single

set of figures will fail to measure up to our Q ~ .05

standard but where the larger picture shows clearly that

there is a significant relationship. In such cases it is

clear that the same relationship holds true at least for

the best of the subsets, and thus we would miss important

information were we slavishly to follow the .05 cutoff

point. It is felt that the provision of raw figures and ~
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values will give the critical reader his own sense of the

reliability of a conclusion even when the writer feels

confident enough to override a value of R L .05.
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TABLE 2 THE OVERALL AS~ECT!MARKING PICTURE

A: Raw Figures:

Punctual Process

Zero Stmchg Ed Oidia Zero Stmchg Ed Oidia

Year 3--- 42

15

54

90

20

44

54 9

6

o

9

1

9

7

Year 5--- 9 88 25 10 12 8

All 66 232 89 54 25 21 18 7

B: Raw figures expressed as percentages of yearly totals:

72% 20%

60% 30%

41%

10%

6%

25%

0%

30%

38% 38%

40% 27%

53%

25%

33%

35%

12% 32%

20% 12%

32%

53%

7%

15%

25%

10%

c: Punctuality ratios and significance:
Zero Stemchange Ed Oidia

Year.1 0.47

Year! 0.40

Year.1 0.22

0.43

-- -- (p = .001)

1.61 (p = .03)

1.80 II =. .0002)

1.78 (p = .00001)

2.00 (p = .14)

0.79 (p = .21)

O. 77 II =. ..:.2.il

0.80 (p = .05)

0.77

0: The same calculations with Stmcg/Ed combined
Zero (repeated) Stemchange/Ed Oidia

1. 39 II =. .0002.2.

1.33 (p = .0001)

Year.1 0.47

Year! 0.40

Year.1 0.22

All 0.43

7.40

1.20

(p = .00l)

(p = .048)

0.77
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TABLE 3 THE ASPECT/MARKING PICTURE FOR STRONG VERBS

A: Raw Figures
Punctual Process

Zero Stmchg Ed Didja Zero Stmchg Ed Didja

Year 1 33 54 7 38 4 0 0 3

Year 4 11 90 18 3 9 1---
rear .1 8 88 2 4 12 1

All 52 232 34 38 11 21 2 3

B: Raw figures expressed as percentages of yearly totals

Year .1 25% 41% 5% 29% 57% 0% 0% 43%

Year 4 9% 76% 15% 23% 69% 8%---
Year 1 8% 84% 9% 24% 71% 6%

All 15% 65% 10% 11% 30% 57% 5% 8%

c: Punctuality ratios and significance:
Zero Stemchange Ed

Year 1. 0.44 (p = .03) (p = .5)

Year i 0.40 1.09 (p = .17) 1. 97 (p = .19)

Year 1 0.32 1. 19 i.E. =. -:.QZl 1.46 i.E. =.~

All 0.49 1.15 (p = .03) 1. 77 (p = .08)

D: The same calculations with Stmcg/Ed combined
Zero (repeated) Stemchange/Ed Didja

Year .1 0.44 (p = .02) 0.67

Year i 0.40 1.18 (p = .14)

Year .2. 0.32 1. 21 i.E. =. ..:..ill
All 0.49 1. 20 (p = .02)
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TABLE 4

THE ASPECT/MARKING PICTURE FOR WEAK VERBS

A: Raw Figures
Punctual Process

Zero Stmchg Ed Didja Zero Stmchg Ed Didja

Year 3 9 13 16 5 1 4---
Year 4 4 26 3 8---
Year .1 1 16 6 7

All 14 55 16 14 16 4

B: Raw figures expressed as percentages of yearly totals

Year 1. 24%

Year Ii 13%

Year .1 6%

All 16%

34%

87%

94%

65%

42%

19%

50%

27%

46%

41%

10%

73%

54%

47%

40%

12%

C: Punctuality ratios and significance:
Zero Stemchange Ed

Year 1. ·0.47 3.42 (p = .08)

Year Ii 0.49 1.19 (p = .27)

Year 5 0.13 1.75ll=~---
All 0.40 1.38 (p = .008)
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4.1.1.2 The Relationship between Punctuality and

Morphological Marking

4.1.1.2.1 Stem Change and Punctuality

It can be seen in Table 2 (C) that there was a

significant relationship between stem change and

punctuality both within each separate year (p = .03 at the

weakest point) and over the entire period (p = .00001).

Note that, except in Year 3 -- when all stem change is

punctual -- this is a finding based on frequency: during

Years 4 and 5 the raw figures show that there were 21

instances of~ change being used to mark a process verb.

For strong verbs alone, the showing of~ change is

considerably weaker (Table 3, part C) due to competition

from the high punctuality of -ed when applied to strong

verbs and also because of the smaller sample size (for -ed

and ~, that is -- the sample for stem change is of

course the same). That sample size is a factor here can be

seen in the ~-values for stem r.hange and -ed combined

(Table 3, part D): they are lower in every case than either

figure taken alone. For the entire study period, part C,

for example, stem change shows p = .03 and ~ed p = .08, but

when~ change is combined with -ed combined in part D, then

p = .02.

4.1.1.2.2 -Ed and Punctuality

The relationship between -ed and punctuality is more

tenuous, but it is clear that there is a relationship
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here. In Table 2, part C Fisher's test for the entire

study period shows p = .05, barely above our cutoff point.

But when weak verbs are taken alone (Table 4, part C),

where -ed and stem change do not compete, the picture

improves: the relationship between -ed and punctuality is

significant over the entire period (p = .008) and in Year 5

(p = .02). Note that the punctuality ratio for -ed in weak

verbs, Year 3, is quite high (3.42) compared to that for

~ (0.47); the accompanying p-value (p = .08) is poor

because of the small sample size (28 tokens divided four

ways), but in view of the high ratio and the high ~- figure

for the entire study period we nevertheless feel safe in

saying that -ed is mapped to the notion of punctuality in

Year 3.

The punctuality ratios for -ed are mostly highest when

-ed is applied to strong verbs (Table 3, part C). Note

that, in our system of counting, double-marked verbs are

counted twice. Thus many of these -ed's applied to strong

verbs are actually in combination with stem change, and, as

we will see below, those double-marked verbs were 100%

punctual.

All the tables show much weaker relationships in Year

4 between punctuality and either stem change or -ed than

for any other period. Stem change, as noted, remains

significantly related to punctuality (Table 2, part C)

thougl: the relationship is ac a low point -- but the
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relationship between punctuality and -ed, even considering

weak verbs only (Table 4, part C), is far from significant.

Indeed, about all we can say about -ed in Year 4 is that

the punctuality ratio is about double what it is for ~.

4.1.1.2.3 Double Marking

Twenty-five combinations of "past" morphemes were

encountered in the audiotaped data. They were of the

16
following types:

1) double -ed: E.g., Daddy ~hrowded the tape
recorder.

2) didja plus -ed: Didja stumped your toe?
3) didja plus stem change: Didja rode ~ rocket

shirt
4) ~ change plus -ed: And it nearly carned off.

The following table shows the distribution of the

double-marked verbs by age:

Table 5 The Distribution of Double Marking by Age

Dja/stm Dja/-ed Dbl -ed Stm/-ed % of Total

Year 3 1 1 2 4 4%

Year 4 10 7%

Year 5 5 4%

All 1 1 2 19 5%

These double-marked verbs occur in 5% of all

utterances overall. This is not greatly different from the

6% figure for Kuczaj's subjects up to 56 months, with the

highest proportions after the fourth birthday (1976:127).

It was this investigator's impression that Seth's double
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pasts began to increase in frequency about the time of the

cutoff for this study. If that is true, then he generally

followed the lines of Kuczaj's subjects. The number of

Seth's double-marked verbs is too small to allow us to

speak with any confidence about what they tell us about

individual morphemes. But everyone of them is punctual,

and that is a significantly higher proportion than simple

randomness would predict (p = .01). Change £f state

utterances, on the other hand, made up only 52% of the

double pasts, not greatly different from the other change

~ state figures shown in section 4.3 (where change of

state is shown to be semantically irrelevant). The

double-marked verbs in Kuczaj's data appear to be nearly

all punctual, though context is not available and there is

an occasional stooded or haded which might be nonpunctual.

4.2 Pastness and the Distribution of Didja

The evidence in Tables 2, 3 and 4 suggests that the

distribution of didja is not tied to punctuality. The

punctuality ratios for didja always float somewhere in

between the higher ones for~ change and -ed and the

lower ones for~. Let us now look at the distribution

of didja in a little larger sample: Table 6 below is based

on a sample of 180 utterances for Year 3 which includes

stative verbs and invariant verbs -- both of which had been

removed from the earlier sample because they might distort

the true picture of -ed and stem change distribution but
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neither of which would affect the distribution of the

unbound, preposed didja.

TABLE 6 DISTRIBUTION OF DIDJA -- YEAR 3 ONLY

Didja: Per cent of all utterances 35.5%

Per cent of punctuals 35.2% (p = .98)**

Per cent of nonpunctuals* 39.0%

*State and process verbs combined

** This ~-value is offered tongue-in-cheek, but it does
emphasize the utter absence of relationship here.

Table 6 shows that the distribution of didja, a marker

which Seth began to use productively just after his second

birthday, is utterly independent of considerations of

punctuality. No instance of didja was recorded, either on

tape or in the diary, which was not in an utterance having

past reference. Thus didja satisfies both our criteria as a

marker of pastness: it is used only in past reportage, and

it is neutral as to aspect.

Finally -- and there was not enough available data to

deal with these quantitatively and determine their

distribution vis-a-vis tense and aspect -- there were a few'

other free-standing morphemes with which Seth experimented

in past-reference utterances during his third year:

unstressed did, as in "I did see Myrna"; all.!!I!.. as in "Go

crazy all up" (meaning "I just acted crazy for a minute");
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already, as in "Daddy sneeze already"; and just, as in "I

just hear two mans".

Sachs reports that Naomi, in her third year, used did,

as in "I did jump"; already (no example given); and

yestermorning (to refer to any time in the past), as in

"Yestermorning I maked a tiger" (1983:14-15). It is not

possible to know what notion(s) these morphemes -- Seth's

and Naomi's -- are marking, pastness or punctuality, but

they do provide us a glimpse into the two-year-old's

valiant effort to match form with meaning.

4.3 Punctuality ~ Change of State

Is the change 2i state of the patient oi a sentence a

notion that children seek to mark on the verb, or is it, as

Bickerton claims, nothing more than a subclass of

punctuality, not receiving selective marking any more than

other kinds of punctuality (1981:178-80)? In Table 6 we

find, for Seth's case at least, an answer to this question.

The figures in Table 6 represent ratios of the numbers

of change-of-state to punctual utterances expressed as a

percentage. If any morpheme is mapper specifically to

change £i state, that fact should show up dramatically in

the column under that type of marking.
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TABLE 7

CHANGE OF STATE EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF PUNCTUAL

ZERO STEMCG ED DIDJA ALL

YEAR 3 69% 59% 70% 61% 65%

YEAR 4 73% 54% 61% 63%

YEAR 5 56% 51% 56% 54%---
ALL 66% 55% 62% 61%

Table 6 offers little evidence for mapping of the

change Qf state notion to any of these surface markers.

Not only is the whole picture rather flat, but where it

has any texture at all there is no plausible explanation

that would convince us it is more than accidental. No

relationships in the table were anywhere near significant:

even that between zero and stem change showed p = .64, and

for all the rest it was even higher. That stem change shows

the lowest percentage of change Qi state should be enough

to alert us that this is, in Seth's case at least, a blind

alley, because it is~ change that the claims of

Antinucci & Miller and Slobin would lead us to expect to

mark change Qi state.

Table 7 allows us to set aside grammatical questions

for the moment and look at these notions in terms of how

much of Seth's interest they engage in his past reportage.

There we compare type frequency, the percentage of change

Qi state verbs in Seth's cumulative repertoire, with token
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frequency, the percentage of change £f state verbs

occurring in the audiotaped data. In a third column we

present the Ratio of Cognitive Salience, a ratio of the two

percentages type and token frequency. Looking at the

ratio for Year 3, for example, we see that change £f state

verbs are 1.33 times as well represented in text frequency

as they are in the Seth's repertoire of verbs. Below the

figures for change £f state are the same calculations for

punctual verbs for comparison. Looking at the distribution

of the two variables this way gives us a clue as to why

investigators in non-quantitative studies have concluded

that change Qf state is a notion the two-year-old child

marks grammatically: the observation that the notion is

C0"4iii ti vf::l y salient leads to the assumption tha tit is

also semantically relevant.
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TABLE 8

COGNITIVE SALIENCE OF CHANGE OF STATE AND PUNCTUAL VERBS

CHANGE OF STATE

~ Token Ratio of
Frequency Frequency Cognitive-Salience

Year 3 42% 56% 1. 33

Year 4 38% 42% 1.11

Year 5 36% 32% 0.88

All 39% 43% 1.10

PUNCTUAL

Year 3 79% 93% 1.18

Year 4 75% 79% 1.05

Year 5 73% 64% 0.87

All 76% 81% 1.07

The idea of a Ratio Qi Cognitive Salience is

something new and perhaps of dubious value, and it is

offered here in that spirit. Obviously no claims can be

made as to the significance of a figure such as 1.33. All

it tells us is that for two-year-old Seth change-of-state

actions were salient enough for him to report out of

proportion to their number in his total repertoire of

verbs, and it is seen that they were quite a bit more

salient to him than were punctual actions taken as a

whole (1.18). It is also seen, for both change of state and

punctuality, that their salience to Seth drops off

year by year until in Year 5 they are somewhat lower in
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token frequency than in type frequency. This is confirmed

by commonsensical informal observation: Two-year-old Seth

would report on a birthday party by saying "Didja fall

down?", "The balloon pop", and the like -- punctual and

change .Qf state verbs. Four-year-old Seth would say, "They

had a doggie there", "I loved it ii
, iiWe played in the pool"

-- state and process verbs.
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CHAPTER V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Stem Change, -Ed and Punctuality

We have seen convinc~ng evidence that stem change is

mapped to the notion of punctuality throughout the entire

period of the study, with stern change being used to mark

process verbs only 21 times out of a total of 253 instances

(and not even once in the audio taped data from Year 3).

This bears out Bickerton, Bybee and Slobin who, for

different reasons, have predicted that the child will

expect the morpheme most intimate to the verb to be a

marker of aspect. The first of the punctual markers to

begin to be used with nonpunctua1 verbs -- that is, to mark

pastness was the one which was least intimate with the

verb phonologically: -ed. The morpheme which held out

longest as a purely punctual marker was the inseparable

stem change. And of course didja, the morpheme which

unambiguously marked pastness from the beginning and was

neutral as to punctuality, was unattached to the verb,

having the canonical form of a discrete word and bearing

word stress.

If the strong showing of the stemchange/punctua1ity

relationship vindicates these investigators, so also does

the more marginal distribution of -ed, which is a little

less closely tied to the verb -- being an affix -- and

which turns out to be more weakly mapped to punctuality and

which is used earlier and more frequently to mark process
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verbs -- which we take to mean that in those instances it

is expressing pastness. Bickerton had predicted that

children would reanalyze -ed after a period of time and

begin to treat it as the marker of punctuality. The strong

showing of the -ed/punctuality relationship in weak verbs

in Year 5 bears him out on this (but note that the stem

change/punctuality relationship also gathers strength

during that time).

There is one environment in which the punctuality ratio

of -ed is uniformly high, much higher than that for zero

and even considerably higher than that for stem change:

that is with strong verbs, the only place where we can say

with certainty that Seth is applying a morpheme by

principle (system building) rather than repeating a

familiar combination in the input (item learning). That

is, he may say walked because he heard -ed applied to walk

in a similar context or because he is deliberately encoding

a notion. But when he says breaked we may be sure that the

-ed means something. The fact that the punctuality ratios

for -ed are high with strong verbs even in the face of

competition frcm stem change is probably a reflex of this

phenomenon. The ratio which is expecially striking is the

1.97 figure for -ed with strong verbs in Year 4 (Table 3,

part C), the year when most other punctuality ratios -- and

notably that of -ed with weak verbs and stem change with

strong verbs dropped to the lowest points in the study.
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What this means is that in Year 4, while a relatively large

proportion of process verbs -- indicating a high degree of

~ marking -- were inflected with the morphemes

associated with them in the adult language, the proportion

of punctual strong verbs marked wtth -ed was at an all-time

high. No explanation is offered here for this apparent

difference in the punctuality of the two uses of -ed, but

we can offer some suggestions about the general drop in

punctuality in Year 4.

We noted, and will discuss further below, the use of

didja as an unambiguous past tense marker. Up to the time

when we last encounter didja, 32 months of age, we find in

the taped data no instances of stem change and only one of

-ed used with a process verb. There are some instances in

the diary, but they are scarce even there. The following

statements would accurately characterize Year 3:

1) -Ed and stem change are mostly applied to weak and

strong verbs, respectively, though there are 6 instances of

-ed applied to strong verbs. They are markers of

punctuality, but Seth must have heard them applied to

process verbs as well and ~as perhaps aware that his

punctuality hypothesis was not fully supported by the adult

language.

2) Didja was the unchallenged marker of ~astness up to the

time -- age 32 or 33 months -- when he used it for the last

time (reasons for didja's demise are suggested below).
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Let us now look at how the loss of didja affected Year

4. We do not think it plausible that a child learning a

tense language should acquire a marker for pastness, use it

productively for ten months, and abandon it without mapping

that notion onto something else (though Fig. 1, which we

will consi1er below, dops show something ?f a vacuum

occurring briefly just after didja was abandoned). And what

should he map it onto -- now that his old hypothesis is in

disarray -- except the morphemes the adults are using

already to mark pastness? This in turn seriously challenges

another of his hypotheses, that there is a one-to-one match

between -ed and punctuality. A period of disorganization

ensues, through most of Year 4, during which -ed -- and

sometimes also stem change -- are used with process verbs

(and surely also with punctual verbs, though we have no way

of proving it) to mark pastness. His new hypothesis is

probably that -ed marks both notions, or that either kind

of marking marks both notions (note in the raw figures -

parts A -- that zero/punctuals drop off sharply year by

year, while zero/process does not, indicating Seth's

lncreasing reluctance to leave a punctual verb unmarked

even when the morphemes with which he will mark it are no

longer unambiguously punctual). That there is a great deal

of conflation of the two notions -- punctuality and

pastness -- in the -ed morpheme during this year is

suggested by the fact that Seth, while using it a great
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deal to express pastness with weak verbs, seems to mark

punctuality with it when he uses it with strong verbs.

Moving on to Year 5, the tendency to keep -ed as a

punctual marker extends to its use with weak verbs, another

indication that -ed never really lost its punctuality in

Year 4. The drop but not to a low point -- in -ed1s

punctuality with strong verbs in Year 5 is probably a

reflex of the rise in punctuality of the more frequent stem

change, nothing more.

The differences in the ratios Qf punctuality between

Years 4 and 5 are not dramatic, except for those for ~.

It is the difference i~ the~ ratios that has caused the

~-values given by Fisher's test to be much higher for Year

5. The continuing drop in ~~ro/punctuals -- so that in Year

5 there are actually more zero/process than zero/punctuals

despite an overall 4:1 punctual/process ratio for that year

-- has made the punctuality of stem change and -ed

statistically significant.

On a morphological rather than semantic level, we note

that there have been persistent claims in the non-

specialist literature that stem change disappears entirely

when -ed, through overgeneralization, is applied to strong

verbs. Fromkin and Rodman put it this way:

When [the child] begins to say played and hugged
and helped as well as ~, h£& and help he has
"figured out" how to form a past tense -- he has
constructed the rule. At that point he forms all
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past tenses by this rule -- he overgeneralizes
and he no longer says brought but bring and
bringed (1974:321).

Seth's strong verbs show no such pattern. Lookin 5 at

Table 3, we see that at no time do strong verbs marked with

stem change amount to less than five times the number of

strong verbs marked with -ed. In a list of verbs with

their inflections, for fourteen children ranging in age

from 29 to 69 months, Kuczaj shows no period in which stem

change is abandoned (1976:161-9). We also did not find in

Brown's work (1973) any such claim as that made by Fromkin

and Rodman. We suggest that the idea that children abandon

marking verbs with stem change (supported by item-learning)

and globally mark them with -ed (abandoning item-learning

entirely for system-building) is merely linguistic folk-

wisdom, reflecting the linguist's preference for process

models. Language acquisition, whether in childhood or in

advanced age, is a juggling act between extracting rules

and storing exceptions to those rules.

5.2 The Encoding of the Notion of Pastness

We saw earlier that investigators have differed greatly

on the age at which a child marked the notion of pastness.

While these claims have differed because of 1) criteria, 2)

method of investigation, and almost surely 3) the nature of

the language being learned, it can still be said that there

is a near-consensus on one point: aspect is prior to tense.

Weist et. al. are practically alone in claiming that tense
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and aspect are acquired very early and begin to be encoded

at the same time (even though, as noted, their method of

elicitation has given cause for uneasiness about their

conclusions). The findings of this study bear out Weist et.

al. entirely on the relative timing of the emergence of

aspect and tense. At the same time, as noted above, the

claims of Bickerton, Slobin and Bybee that the child will

expect aspect to be marked nearest the verb -- and

Bickerton's and Slobin's claims that tense can also be

marked, but further away from the verb -- are borne out in

detail.

The position which is not supported by the evidence of

this study is the philosophical/semantic objection that the

child cannot encode the "complex" temporally deictic notion

of tense as early as she can the i'simple" notion of aspect.

We do not want to attack the time-honored characterization

of past tense as a notion contrasting two points in time.

But it seems that, for this one child at least, the

processing demands of·reporting simply that something has

already taken place are not insurmountable for a child of

24 months. We suggest that the reasons for the sparse

documentation of early tense acquisition are morphological,

not cognitive. It is not that the child cannot encode

tense, but that adult tense morphology is so tightly bound

to the verb that the child assumes it to mark aspect. After
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that the notions of tense and aspect become conf1ated in

the same morpheme, and it is not possible to know which

notion is being marked except when the morpheme occurs with

nonpunctuals. In Seth's case it was probably the accident

of his blindness which led to the extraction of the

idiosyncratic little past morpheme didja, and it was the

phonological word-status of didja which made it so easy for

him to map the notion of pastness onto it. The question

whether the marking of pastness is 1) delayed because of

cognitive/ semantic complexity or 2) present from an early

age but difficult for the investigator to sort out -- is an

empirical one which could best be answered by applying

methods similar to those used in this study to a language

where adults mark pastness with an auxiliary.

While it is clearly inappropriate to generalize from

Seth's case to children in general -- even English-learning

ones a few remarks are a propos. We can probably agree

that if at first children use adult tense morphemes to mark

punctuality, there must be an intermediate stage along the

way during which the child's notion of punctuality is

conflated with the adult notion of tense even though only

one morpheme is used on the verb. This must have been

happening for Seth at the time didja fell out of use:

Tables 2, 3 and 4 show that when nothing replaced didja at

the end of Year 3, the punctuality ratios (punctual!

process)of -ed and stem change dropped off in Year 4 due to
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a higher proportion of nonpunctua1s being marked with them.

What could have been the reason for this increasing use of

these markers with nonpunctua1s other than that they were

now also needed to express pastness? According to the

criteria we set up for the marking of pastness, if Seth had

not had didja in his repertoire it would have been at least

two or three years later before we could say with

confidence that -ed and stem change were clearly past

markers -- that is, we would have had to wait until the

distribution of these morphemes showed no skewing for

aspect. This, I believe, is not too different from the way

Bronkart & Sinclair reached their conclusions. Falling

short of a method for separating tense from aspect where

conf1ation is suspected, we must at least take note when a

marker is always used appropriately with regard to tense

no matter how strongly it is shown to mark aspect as well.

And when adult past tense markers are used -- even

occasionally -- to mark imperfectives, or activity verbs,

or nonpunctua1s, or statives, whatever we may call them, we

must ask ourselves whether their use might simply be

appropriate marking of pastness. The important factor to

control is spontaneity vs. modeling. When we take this

point of view -- not setting stricter standards for the

expression of tense than for that of aspect -- we may see

that children are at least working at a deictic tense

notion much earlier than we had previously thought. Still
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it may be argued that, though aspect and tense begin to be

marked at the same time, the former becomes quickly

established while the latter remains marginal for a long

time. There is truth in this, but Figure 1 -- if the

reader will pardon the introduction of new evidence at this

late juncture -- tempers it somewhat.

The bars in Figure 1 show the percentage of past

reference utterances in each two-month time period which

were marked with any of the adult past morphemes Seth used.

The blank portions represent ~-marked past utterances.

Following Kuczaj's observation (1976:67), almost without

exception the markers -- -ed, stem change, was-ing,

have-en, didja and did -- do not occur in nonpast

utterances either in the tapes or in the diar~ notes. If

we disregard aspect for a moment, as we do in Figure 1, and

simply ask what percentage of the utterances with past

reference are marked with one or another of these markers,

we discover that at no point does it drop below 50%. The

low point, by the way, is not at 24 months as we might have

suspected, but at 34 months: the first period in which

didja is not attested. The decline has actually begun at 32

months, a period when didja has dropped off considerably.

This suggests that didja was not immediately replaced as a

past marker by conflation involving other markers, but that

didja disappeared for other reasons (probably related to

feedback from others interpreting it as did+pronoun+
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guestion which caused Seth to reanalyze and abandon it as a

simple pa8t marker) and left a partial vacuum -- to be

filled by~ for a few months. But the fact that even at

this time over half his past-reference utterances are

marked with some marker or another strongly suggests that

there was already a good deal of conflation of notions

mapping of two or more notions onto one surface marker

in Seth's system. That is, even though his choice of marker

was influenced by the aspect of the utterance, the pastness

of the utterance played a part in his marking it some way

or another at least half the time and sometimes much more

frequently than that.

5.3 Punctualit~ vs. Change of State

We have seen in Table 6 that change of state was not a

relevant enough notion to Seth, semantically, to cause

skewed grammatical marking. We have also seen in Table 7

that actions resulting in a change of state of the patient

were cognitively salient to Seth in that he reported on

them out of proportion to the number of verbs in his

repertoire describing them. If a child who cannot see very

much finds these actions so salient, it should not surprise

us if normal children do so as well or perhaps even more

so. Let us assume for a moment that for children at large

change £i state verbs, as Bickerton and Weist have claimed

and Kuczaj has suspected, do not receive grammatical

marking to any greater extent than do other punctual verbs.
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We do not know of any guantitative study which demonstrates

that the contrary is true, and it seems likely that many of

the observations like those Slobin has reviewed are

impressionistic or anecdotal -- the observations of good

researchers whose focus is elsewhere. And it is the high

cognitive salience of change Qf state actions, their high

text frequency in past reportage, which could explain the

persistence of such false impressions -- if indeed they are

false.

It may be argued that Seth's visual impairment was a

factor in the lack of relevance of the change Qf state

notion, but if this were so then why would it have engaged

his attention so strongly in his past reportage? Most

investigators in this area implicitly or explicitly

acknowledge that innate factors are very strong here, and

we do not feel that Seth's visual impairment is a strong

enough factor to override what Bickerton calls the Language

Bioprogram. We predict, in short, that further

quantitative work, hopefully of a cross linguistic nature,

will confirm the findings of this study and support the

claims of Bickerton and Weist that children do not have a

propensity to single out the change £i state notion for

differential grammatical marking. It is not semantically

relevant.
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5.4 Summary

To sum up briefly the findings of this study, we offer

the following conclusions:

1) Seth expected the aspectual notion of punctuality to be

marked close to the verb and treated stem change and -ed as

punctual markers. These morphemes and this notion were

significantly related even into his fifth year. In the

absence of support for this mapping from the language he

was learning, we feel confident in asserting that this

relationship between surface marking and punctuality is the

reflex of innate linguistic organization.

2) Seth began to encode the temporally deictic notion of

pastness at 24 months of age, the same age at which marking

of punctuality began. That this was easily demonstrable

was due to his extraction of the idiosyncratic morpheme

didja, a result in turn of imitation strategies related to

his visual impairment. It is suggested that difficulty

children may have in encoding the notion of pastness (or,

perhaps more accurately, the difficulty linguists may have

in isolating it) is due to the morphology of the target

language rather than to the asserted semantic complexity of

tense notions.

3) The relevant aspectual notion for Seth was punctuality,

not change Qf state. It is felt that this is not due to his

visual impairment but is probably consistent with what

would be found in a quantitative study of any child's verb
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semantics. The high cognitive salience of change Qf state

together with its semantic irrelevance underscore the

. d d f 1 d·· 171n epen ence 0 anguage an cogn1t10n.

Finally, the claims made here are empirically

falsifiable and should be tested in quantitative studies of

the acquisition of languages whose morphology would be less

susceptible to the kind of conflation we inevitably find in

semantic studies of the acquisition of verb system3 in

Indo-European languages.
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APPENDIX A. TECHNICAL NOTES

A linguistics professor of mine, already gray in 1960,

told of a famous American linguist a generation older than

he who could be seen wandering the streets of his

midwestern university town late at night with his eyes

searching the gutters for the long metal spines thrown off

by the slccct-sweeping machines. These he would stick

through thick bundles of cards punched with data on the

characteristics of the verbs of an obscure Amerindian

language, expectantly pick up the ones that shook loose,

then box them up and punch again. While one reader may

find the following nuts-and-bolts description of the

present project to be unreadably technical, another will

immediately perceive that some of the work was done the

hard way. For this writer, upon whom the graphic

description of 1940's data processing made a lasting

impression and for ~hom computers are a rather recent

acquaintance, the method which evolved here was

delightfully smooth and fast and seems worth sharing.

The data handling, spreadsheet analysis and word

processing for this project was done on an IBM PC

microcomputer with an AST SixPak Plus multifunction card

and 640,000 bytes of memory. For the spreadsheet and word

processing programs a RAi1 drive was created and the help

files loaded into it so that the entire on-line help

facility could be accessed instantly. The database program
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APPENDIX A (continued)

was run in the RAM drive so that sorting and querying

operatlo~S were quite fast. A resident program called

Popdos allowed a return to the operating system -- for

creating backup files or viewing directory information

via a window, without leaving the database or spreadsheet

program. Sidekick, another resident program, was loaded

before the database or spreadsheet programs to furnish a

windowed calculator and notepad which could be accessed

without leaving the main program. A spooler was set up so

that while a graph or text was being printed out the

computer was free for the next job. "

The databases were made using Dbase III, a software

package that allows for the creation, revision, sorting and

querying of databases of this size and which will print out

reports in a specified format. It was possible to access

one database, then another, then to append one to another

or to edit and delete selectively. A command could be

given to display selected information -- for example, all

sentences at 38 months with double marking -- or simply to

count the instances.

Even the initial querying of data required about forty

commands, each one executed over and over through sixteen

time periods. Commands ran from a length of ten or twelve

words to an extreme "like the following example, which

counts instances of double marking at 38 months:
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APPENDIX A (continued)

COUNT FOR MO = '38' oAND. (ST~CG = iX'
• AND. ED = 'X') •OR. (DID = 'X' • AND. ED =
'X') .OR. (DID = 'X' .AND. STMCG = 'X')
.OR. (ED = 'D')<ENTER>

Five to ten seconds after the command was entered the

number of instances would appear on the screen, to be

entered in the sp~eadsheet. Then the command had to be

entered again, this time to ask the same question for 40

months, then 42 and so on. In order to cut down the

prohibitive amount of time which would be spent typing what

finally turned out to be several thousand commands, each

command in a series was mapped to a certain key on the

keyboard· using another software program called Prokey. Thus

to enter the command above it was necessary only to hit one

key and Liten 38. In t his way i twa s. po s siblet 0 ask for t y

different questions of each of sixteen time periods in a

short time, then repeat the process with a subset of the

same data when necessary.

The spreadsheet program used was from the integrated

software package Symphony. In it the raw figures copied

from the database operations were entered in columns. In

Column A would be listed the time periods 24, 26 ••• 52

months of age; in Column B the total number of utterances

for each time period; in Column C the total number of

Junctuals; furth~i on in Column L there might be a list of

stem-changing punctuals for each time period. Then in a
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APPENDIX A (continued)

further Column lv the underlying entry was actually a

formula (even though numbers were displayed): an entry in

Column W might say, in symbols, "This column contains

Column L ove~ Column C expressed as a percentage -- i.e.,

the percentage of punctuals which are marked with stem

change in the sample for each time period". A formula at

the bottom of that column might specify "This cell contains

the mean of Column W -- i.e., the average percentage of

punctuals which are marked with stem change over the entire

study". The power of the electronic spreadsheet is seen in

the fact that these formula-based columns would update

themselves each time a figure in the raw data columns was

changed. All in all, over a hundred spreadsheet columns

were created as one avenue after another was explored.

The graphics component of Symphony permitted the

creation of line, bar, and stacked-bar graphs using a

single column or any combination of the columns in the

spreadsheet. All potentially interesting relationships and

correlations were explored~ and the graphs were printed out

and organized in a ring binder along with the spreadsheet

printouts.

The Fisher's and Chi-square calculations were done

automatically using a medical statistics program called

Epistat.
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APPENDIX B. COMPLETE LIST OF UTTERANCES
A TEXTFILE PRINTOUT OF THE ENTIRE DATABASE*

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

MONTHS 16 - 17
FROM: DIARY

NI-NIGHT [PUTTING HEAD ON PILLOW]
NUU [THROWING SOMETHING]
TOOT [AFTER BREAKING WIND]

MONTHS 18 - 19
FROM: DIARY

WRITE. [HEARING GRANDADDY TYPING]

CGS
CGS
PCT

PRO

ZRO
ZRO
ZRO

ZRO

WK

STR

MONTHS 20 - 21
FROM: DIARY

BUMP. KISS IT. [JUST BUMPED HEAD] PCT
MICHAEL BOUNCE. BOUNCE A TRAMPOLINE PCT
PICK UP? PICK UP? [AFTER THE FACT] CGS
BARKING. [DO~ WAS BARKING] PRO
N KICK. WATER. [HOURS FTR SWIMM'G] PCT
SHISHI N+ POTTY. PCT
THROW IT. [THROWING SOMETHING] CGS
ROCK ROCK N CHAIR. PCT
WALK. WALK FEET. [AS HE STANDS UP] PRO
CLOSE IT. [AS HE CLOSES DOOR] CGS

MONTHS 22 - 23
FROM: DIARY

NG CLOSE IT. [HEARD CAR DOOR SLAM] CGS
HAIR? CUT CHA HAIR? CGS
N CLOSIN A DOOR HUH? [JUST HEARD IT CGS
DRY HAIR. [D. HAD JUST DRIED IT] PCT
DADDY SIT DOWN? CGS
DIDJA FALL DOWN, BIRD? CGS

MONTHS 24 - 25
FROM: DIARY

N PUSH A HIGH CHAIR ALREADY? CGS
DIDJA GO PIONEER CHICKEN? CGS
DIDJA DO THE PUZZLE? PCT
PUSH A CORNER. [PUSHING H'CHAIR BK] CGS
UH OH. FALL DOWN. [DROPPED SPOON] CGS

*NOTE: "+" REPRESENTS SHWA.
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ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
WAS
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO

ZRO
ZRO
WAS
ZRO
ZRO
DJA

?
DJA
DJA
ZRO
ZRO

WK
WK
WK
WK
WK

STR
WK
WK
WK

WK
INV
WK
WK
STR
STR

WK
STR
STR
WK
ST~



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

DADDY LIE DOWN BED CGS
DIDJA HEAR IT. [CAR HORN HONKED] PCT
DROPPED IT. CGS
YEAH, I GO IT [KITCHEN] ALREADY. CGS
DIDJA HEAR THAT? MUSIC. [RADIO] PCT
DIDJA SEE BAkBARA? [=TALK TO HER] PCT
DIDJA FOUND IT? [DADDY'S PEN] PCT
DIDJA CATCH THE BALL [WITH] SUSIE? PRO
DIDJA RIDE THE TRICYCLE? PRO
DIDJA MAKE NOISE? [SLAMMED DOOR] PCT
DADDY SPIT THE WATER. CGS
FIND + ALREADY. PCT
DADDY BLOW IT ALL UP? [COOLING EGGS PRO
DIDJA GO IT [KITCHEN] ALREADY? CGS
DIDJA TALK TO DABEE G'DADDY ALREADY PCT
DIDJA GET THE BIG ONE? [WAVE] CGS
DIDJA GET TOYS? CGS
DROPPED IT. [THREW TOWEL OFF BED] eGS
DROP[PED] T+ LUNCH BOX ALREADY. CGS
DIDJA SLAL (SWALLOW) IT CGS
DADDY TAKE A MIMI OUT CGS
KNOCKED IT DOWN. [BLOCK TOWER] CGS
DIDJA PUT BACON IN IT? [OMELETTE] CGS
DIDJA SIT DOWN [WITH THE] TRAY? CGS
DIDJA FEEL MY BEARD? PCT
DIDJA CALL JOHN? [D CALLED ON PHONE PCT
DIDJA DROP[PED] T+ LUNCH BOX? CGS
WHERE'S THE TAPE RECORDER GO? CGS
DIDJA EAT CHIDL (POTATO) CHIP CGS
I TOLDJA PUT THE FLOWER IN A VASE. PCT
DIDJA CRY PRO
DADDY PUT CHOCOLATE IN IT ALREADY. CGS
DIDJA FALL DOWN TRAY? CGS
DIDJA TOOTED? PCT
DADDY OPEN DOOR. [FIRST SVO SENT.] CGS
DROPPED IT ALL UP. CGS
I FIND IT DOWN HERE. PCT
I GOT IT. [PICKED UP PEN] CGS
DIDJA PLAY TOYS [WITH] LYLE? PRO

FROM: TAPES

ZRO
DJA
ED
ZRO
DJA
DJA
DBL
DJA
DJA
DJA
ZRO

. ZRO
ZRO
DJA
DJA
DJA
DJA
ED
?
DJA
ZRO
ED
DJA
DJA
DJA
DJA
DJA
ZRO
DJA
STM
DJA
ZRO
DJA
DBL
ZRO
ED
ZRO
STM
DJA

STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
INV
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
WK
WK
WK
STR
WK
INV
STR
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
STR
WK
INV
STR
WK
WK
WK
STR
STR
WK

DADDY FIX A EGGS.
DIDJA HEAR CAR?
DIDJA GIVE + TOO MUCH?
DIDJA BORSH ALL UP?
DIDJU TALK TO GRANDADDY?
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PCT
CGS
CGS
PCT

ZRO
DJA
DJA
DJA
DJA

WK
STR
STR
WK
WK



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

RED LIGHT GO OUT.
DIDJA BURP?

MONTHS 26 - 27
FROM: DIARY

DIDJOU MISSED IT BY SELF?
I DID STEP ON DADDY.
DADDY THROW ON THE AIR.
I DID BRUSH MY TEETH, DAD.
DADDY THREW IT.
DIDJA GETCHA PINK EDDIE?
DADDY THROW IT.
I FIND A ROCK.
AH DADDY TOOTI
DADDY SIT DOWN THE GRASS.
I DID TALK TO MOMMY. [NOT TRUE]
I #DID COME BACK ALREADY.
I DID STEP ON DADDY.
COME BACK ALREADY.
OOPS. I DROPPED IT. [BLOCK]
I DID BURP.
I SAW ROBERT, AND SAW KEVIN, AND SA
I DID SEE MYRNA. [HE HADN'T]
I MISSED IT [= I THREW IT].
I MISSED IT (THROWING ROCK)
I CLOSED IT. [DRAWER]
DADDY TAKE A PICTURE ALREADY TOO.
I DID GO IN THE KITCHEN THROW IT DD
I DID FINISH THE SUPPER.
DADDY HICCUP
DADDY HIKE IT. [KICKED DOOR SHUT]
DIDJA HAVE IT. (BALL)
DADDY SNEEZE ALREADY.
DIDJA GIVE THE BREAD THE BIRDS?
DIDJA COME BACK ALREADY?
DADDY MAKE IT GO 'DING'
DIDJA GO NI-NIGHT?
DADDY LIE DOWN THE GRASS.
DADDY KICK IT. [KICKED CAR DOOR SHT
ALL RIGHTI I DID A GOOD JOBI
WHERE DIDJA THROW IT?
DADDY HITTED THE HIGH CHAIR.
DIDJA GO THE BEACH AND SEE THE BIRD
I DID GO SEE AUNTIE PRIYA ALREADY.
I FORGET TO PUSH A LIGHT.
I WENT NI-NIGHT, YEAH.
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eGS
PCT

eGS
CGS
eGS
PCT
CGS
CGS
eGS
PCT
PCT
CGS
PCT
CGS
eGS
eGS
CGS
PCT
PCT
PCT
CGS
eGS
CGS
PCT
CGS
CGS
PCT
CGS
STV
PCT
CGS
eGS
peT
eGS
eGS
eGS
CGS
eGS
PCT
CGS
CGS
STV
CGS

ZRO
DJA

DBL
DID
ZRO
DID
STM
DJA
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
DID
DID
DID
ZRO
ED
DID
STM
DID
ED
ED
ED
ZRO
DID
DID
ZRO
ZRO
DJA
ZRO
DJA
DJA
ZRO
DJA
ZRO
ZRO
STM
DJA
ED
DJA
DID
ZRO
STM

STR
WK

WK
WK
STR
~O]K

STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
WK
STR
WK
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
WK
\o[K
WK
STR
STR
WK
WK
WK
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
INV
STR
STR
STR
STR



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

WHAT HAPPENED? (SETH TRIPPED)
DADDY TURN THE PAGE ALREADY.
DADDY MADE IT GO 'DING'.
DADDY BOUNCE IT. (BALL)
DADDY TUkNDED THE PAGE ..

FROM: TAPES

CGS
CGS
PCT
CGS
CGS

ED
ZRO
STM
ZRO
DBL

WK
WK
STR
WK
WK

I DID SEE LYLE ALREADY. PCT
DIDJA GO CEMETERY? CGS
DIDJA OPEN THE PRESENTS? [XMAS] CGS
DADDY PUT MY SEATBELT ON. CGS
I DID BREAK YA FACE [BALL HIT HIM]. PCT
I DID A GRAB IT. [A WEED] CGS
DADDY THROW AN NOTHER ONE. CGS
GO DOWN STAIRS. CGS
DIDJA GO HOME. CGS
DIDJA BREAK YA FACE?[BALL HIT HIM] PCT
DIDJA THROW IT SO HARD. CGS
DI CHOKE [ON] IT? [FOOD] PCT
WE SAW THE COOKIES. PCT
IT [TRAFFIC LIGHT] CHANGE! CGS
BOUNCE IT. [PLAYING CATCH] CGS
DIDJA HIDJA DOGGY? PCT
DIDJA STUMPED YOUR TOE? PCT
+ TURN T+ OFF. [TAPE RECORDER] CGS
DIDJA THROW IT. [NOT QUESTION] CGS
(BALL) BOUNCE IN THE HALL. CGS
DI PUT BEAN BAGS. CGS
DADDY THROWDED THE TAPE RECORDER. CGS
DADDY THREW IT THE NOTHER ONE. CGS
DIDJA DROP IT? [EGG] CGS
DIDJA THROW BLANKETS OUT? [OF BED] CGS
I DID GO HOME. CGS
OOP. DROP IT. [BALL] CGS
XXX THROWDED THE ROCK. CGS

MONTHS 28 - 29
FROM: DIARY

WE SAW GEESE. PCT
DA WE SEE THE GEESE? PCT
OOPS. DROP IT. /DROP P IT/ CGS
D+ RORY CRY ALREADY? PRO
WE WENT TO THE CEMETERY. CGS
WE WENT TO DR. ING. CGS
WE WENT TO MOMMY'S NEW HOUSE, DAD. CGS
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DID
DJA
DJA
ZRO
DID
DID
ZRO
ZRO
DJA
DJA
DJA
DJA
STM
ZRO
ZRO
DJA
DBL
ED
DJA
ZRO
DJA
DBL
STM
DJA
DJA
DID
ZRO
DBL

STM
DID
ED
DID
STM
STM
STM

STR
STR
WK
INV
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
WK
WK
STR
WK
WK
STR
WK
INV
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
WK
STR

STR
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
STR



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

YA MISSED IT! [= I THREW IT] CGS
I PAT IT [FRISBEE] CGS
D+ STACEY PUSH YOU? CGS
I DON'T FIND THIS [PAST REFERENCE] ?
DIDJA GO CEMETERY TODAY? CGS
DA WE WENT TO THE CEMETERY? CGS
DIDJA FREYD DA BALLOONS. STV
DIDJA CHOKE [ON] IT. PCT
DADDY TEAR IT [PAPER TOWEL] CGS
DADDY THROWED IT. [KICKED SHOE OFF] CGS
DIDJA BUILD TOWER CGS
KNOCKED INATTITI DOWN. [BLK TOWER] CGS
I MISSED YOU, DAD. STV
THE BALLOON POPPED. eGS
DIDJA DO ART? [AT SCHOOL] PRO
DIDJA SLAM THE DOOR. CGS
DADDY COUGHED. PCT
DIDJA BE QUIET [AT] THE MEETING STV

FROM: TAPES

I GET VET AT THE BEACH. CGS
YOU FOUND THE '0'. PCT
DIDJA THROW EVERYTHING OUT? CGS
I HEAR A FIRE TRUCK. PCT
YOU GAVE THOSE TO US. CGS
I SAID DON'T THROW PINK EDDIE. PCT
DIDJA BUILD TOWER? PCT
WE DUMPED /D+NTT+MI ALL OUT [CHALK] CGS
YOU THROW EVERYTHING OUT [OF BED]. CGS
DADDY BUILD A HIGH TOWER [BLOCKS] PCT
I KNOCK PINK EDDIE OVER THERE. CGS
DIDJA BURP? PCT
DE' HA' ROCK TO KNOCK IT DOWN? PRO
YOU GOT IT RIGHT, SETH. [LETTERS] PCT
M PUT TID DA SHIN BACK, DAD CGS
TOOK YA OUT. [BUSY BOX?? CRIB TALK] CGS

MONTHS 30 - 31
FROM: DIARY

DIDJA TYPE ALREADY, DAD PRO
I JERKED IT ALL BY MYSELF (DOOR) CGS
I PULL 'EM UP ALL BY MYSELF(SHORTS) CGS
DADDY SWINGED YOU UP CGS
DADDY PLUGGED IT IN. CGS
CLIMB[ED] UP THERE ALL BY SELF. CGS
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ED
ZRO
DID
DNT
DJA
DBL
DJA
DJA
ZRO
ED
DJA
ED
ED
ED
DJA
DJA
ED
DJA

ZRO
STM
DJA
ZRO
STM
STM
DJA
ED
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
DJA
DJA
STM
ED
STM

DJA
ED
ZRO
ED
ED
?

WK
vx
WK
STR
STR
STR

WK
STR
STR
STR
WK
WK
WK
STR
WK
WK
STR

STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
INV
STR

WK
WK
HK
STR
WK
WK



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

AAAHt I SCREAMINGED. PCT
DID MOMMY SLEEP ALREADY PRO
DID JULIE WRITE YOUR NAME CGS
HOLD HANDS AND DO THE PRAYER PRO
I DRINK [ ] THE CHOC. MILK ALL UP. CGS
DID THE KITTY SCRATCH YOU PCT
DID MOMMY FIX THE BIRD eGS
I BLEW IT CGS
AND WE WENT .•• WALKED OUT CGS
IT FLEWED AWAY IN THE KITCHEN CGS

FROM: TAPES

DIDJA THROW JEROME? [STUFFED ANIMAL]CGS
WE WENT TO MARY'S HOUSE. CGS
DIDJA BLOW THAT BALL? PCT
WE GO TO THE PIZZA PLACE. CGS
WE GO IN THE BATHROOM. CGS
DID YOU CLOSE IT? CGS
DIDJA EAT WATERMELON & STRAWBERRIES?CGS
YOU THROW UP. CGS
HOLD HANDS AND DO THE PRAYER. PRO
AND DIDJA LET IT DRY? PCT
DIDJA SPIT UP? CGS
DIDJA GET IN THE BALLS? CGS
DIDJA SHOW ME LETTERS ON THE VAN? PCT
DIDJA KNOCK THAT TUBE DOWN? CGS
DIDJA TALK TO DABEE? PCT
SHE WENT TO BIG ISLAND. CGS
DIDJA READ LETTERS ON THE CAR? PCT
MICHAEL GIVE YOU THE PI[CTURE]. CGS
HOLD HANDS AND DO THE PRAYER. PCT
DIDJA TURN LIGHTS OFF? CGS
WE WENT TO THE PIZZA PLACE. CGS
DIDJA DRINK WATER? CGS
DIDJA KNOCK THAT TUBE OFF? CGS
WE WENT TO OUR LITTLE HOUSE. CGS
AND DIDJA LIE DOWN ON THE GRASS? CGS
DIDJA THROW THE LEAVES IN TH& FNTN? eGS
DIDJA GO TO CLASS? CGS
DADDY'S NNKA WATER ALREADY. CGS
DIDJA SEE A WATER FOUNTAIN AT TH PK PCT
DID YOU PUT THE SPARROWS IN TH GRDN CGS
DADDY YAWNED. PCT
DID YOU TAKE THE BOOGERS OUT? CGS
MYRNA PULL YOUR HAIR ALREADY. PCT
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?
DID
DID
ZRO
?
DID
DID
STM
ED
DBL

DJA
STM
DJA
ZRO
ZRO
DJA
OJA
ZRO
ZRO
DJA
DJA
DJA
DJA
DJA
DJA
STM
DJA
ZRO
ZRO
DJA
STM
DJA
n TAuv ..a.

ZRO
DJA
DJA
DJA
ZRO
DJA
DJA
ED
DJA
ZRO

WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
STR

STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
INV
INV
STR
WK
WK
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR

STR
STR
STI\.
STR
STR
STR
INV
WK
STR
WK



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPEC~ MARKING TYPE

DIDJA GO ON THE WATER BED?
DIDJA EAT THE POPCORN?
DIDJA DO THAT BALLS?
YOU SPIT.
DIDJA CRY, DAD?
DADDY SAT ON THE DRESSER ALREADY.
HOLD ON TO THE COUNTER.
DIDJA SMELL CURRY?
FEED THE SPARROWS TO THE PIGEONS.
DIDJA DRINK THE WHOLE THING?
DIDJA SLEEP AT MYRNA'S HOUSE?
DAD GAVE YOU PLENTY OF SODA.
WE WENT SWIMMING.
DIDJA THROW UP, DAD?
DIDJA FLY THE HELICOPTER?
DAD GAVE ME A PLENTY. [SODA]
AND WE WENT ••• WALKED OUT.
WE WENT TO THE PIZZA PLACE.
WE WENT TO THE PIZZA PLACE.
AND PLAY AT MOMMY'S NEW HOUSE?
WE WENT TO THE MEETING.
YOU SPIT UP.
DIDJA GO TO THE DRUG STORE?
DIDJA THROW ON THE BALLS?
DADDY SAT ON THE DRESSER.
'N ••. THROW UP.
AND DIDJA SEE THE BIRDS WITH YOU?
DIDJA HOLD ON TO THE COUNTER?
DIDJA iNJCK THE PINS DOWN?
AND WE WENT ... WALKED OUT.
DAD GAVE YOU PLENTY OF SODA.
DIDJA SIT ON THE BALLS?
DIDJA GO TO MOMMY'S NEW HOUSE?
WE WENT TO PUNCHBOWL.
AND PLAY WITH YOUR BED ALL BY YRSLF
DIDJA GO IN THE CAR?
DADDY SIT ON THE DRESSER.
DIDJA HOLD ON TO THE COUNTER?
[WE] RODE THE SPERRIS WHEEL.
WE SAW RED ROVER.
MOMMY SLEBP ALREADY.
AND DIDJA MAKE SHISHI AT M'S NU HS?
DIDJA RODE A ROCKET SHIP?
AND SHINE [FLASHLIGHT] ON CEILING.
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CGS
CGS
PCT
CGS
PRO
CGS
PCT
PCT
PCT
CGS
PRO
CGS
CGS
CGS
PCT
CGS
CGS
CGS
CGS
PRO
CGS
CGS
CGS
CGS
CGS
CGS
PCT
PCT
CGS
CGS
CGS
PRO
CGS
CGS
PRO
CGS
CGS
PCT
CGS
PCT
PRO
CGS
CGS
PRO

DJA
DJA
DJA
ZRO
DJA
STM
ZRO
DJA
ZRO
DJA
DJA
STM
STM
DJA
DJA
STM
STM
STM
STM
DJA
STM
ZRO
DJA
DJA
STM
ZRO
DJA
DJA
DJA
ED
STM
DjA
DJA
STM
DJA
DJA
ZRO
DJA
STM
STM
ZRO
DJA
DBL
ZRO

STR
STR
STR
INV
WK
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
S'l'R
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
INV
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK



MONTHS 32 - 33
FROM: DIARY

APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

AND DADDY WOKE UP •.• WAKED UP PCT
I JUST LIKE THE SOUR CREAM ALREADY. STV
DID I STING BY A M-OF-W AT K. BEACH PCT
I JUST DUMPED IT OUT. [SAFFRON] CGS
I TRIPPED OVER TODAY, DAD. CGS
I DID SAY GOOSE. PCT
THE MOSS WAS SLIKKERY. STV
I JUST SPILLED IT OUT [WATER] CGS
I JUST HAVE A BUBBLE BATH ALREADY. CGS
I JUST HAVE FUN (WENT SWIMMING) PRO
I JUST RUN BY THE KITCHEN. CGS
I [YOU] KNOCK ME DOWN! CGS
AND DADDY WOKE UP .•• WAKED UP PCT
I [YOU] HURT MY FEELINGS. PCT
I JUST WATCH[ED] THE TURTLES TODAY. PRO
I HANGED IT UP [PHONE] CGS
I LOST IT [SKITO BITE] STV

FROM: TAPES

DID YOU FLOAT WITH AUNTIE, DAD? PRO
JOHANNE WENT TO THE CASTLE PARK. CGS
I JUST HEAR TWO MANS. PCT
I JUST STEPPED OVER DADDY. CGS
I GET TOO DEEP. CGS
AND I HEAR TWO MANS. PCT
HE JUMPED IN THE WATER. CGS
I SAW THE SPRINKLER AT THE ZOO. PCT
I GET TOO DEEP ALREADY. CGS
DAD I JUST MADE DOODOO IN MY DIAPER CGS
AND DADDY SPANKED YOUR HAND. PCT
HE SPLASHED IN THE WATER. CGS
I JUST RIDE THE FERRIS WHEEL. CGS
DIDJA SEE ONE SPRINKLER? PCT
I SEE ANOTHER MAN. PCT
I JUST SAW A SPRINKLER. PCT
I JUST SPLASH IN THE POOL W THE MAN CGS
I ATE ALL MY BREAKFAST. CGS
DADDY FED ANOTHER PEACOCK. CGS
I PLAY WITH THE PLAY POOL. PRO
I JUST DUMPED IT OUT [SAFFRON]. CGS
PLAYING IN THE WATER. PRO
DADDY ATE ALL THAi CHEESE. CGS
WE SAW THE GEESE YESTERDAY. PCT
AND I JUST GET TOO DEEP. [IN WATER] CGS
I PLAYED IN THE POOL. PRO
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STM
ZRO
ZRO
ED
ED
DID
STM
ED
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
ED
ZRO
?
ED
STM

DJA
STM
ZRO
ED
ZRO
ZRO
ED
STM
ZRO
STM
ED
ED
ZRO
DJA
ZRO
STM
ZRO
STM
STM
ZRO
ED
WAS
STM
S1M
ZRO
ED

STR
WK
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
INV
WK
STR
STR

WK
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
WK
WK
WK
STR
STR
STR
WK



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

I JUST GOT MY HAND WITH MY FINGER. PCT
AND I JUST SEE THE MAN. PCT
WE GO TO THE BEACH. CGS
SPLASHING THE WATER. PRO
I JUST ATE MY BREAKFAST, DAD. CGS

MONTHS 34 - 35
FROM: DIARY

THE [TYPEWRITER] BELL RINGED. PCT
THE BALLOON BITE ME [A DREAM]. PCT
I BONGED MY HEAD BY THE FILE CABINT CGS
I SPRAYED THE COFFEE TABLE. CGS
[THE DOG] LICKED YOU. PCT
I POKED MY EYE BY MYSELF. CGS
I TOUCHED GIN [NOA'S POODLE] PCT

FROM: TAPES

OH, DADDY BLEWED IT. PCT
THAT WAS "K". PCT
I DRINK JUICE. CGS
WE STING BY A MAN-O-WAR. PCT
I HURT MY THUMB. PCT
IT BLEW AWAY. CGS
I BLEWED IT. PCT
I GIVE /G+V/ SOAPY B'WATER TO DADDY CGS
I PLAY WITH MY TOYS. PRO
THAT'S THE WAY WE SAID IT. PCT
I LET IT BLEW AWAY. CGS
I SAW THE BABIES. PCT
I LET IT BLEW AWAY. CGS
WE SWIM IN IT [INNER TUBE] PRO
I FOUND A NAPKIN. PCT
I WENT TO MY SALBATION ARMY.[STORE] CGS
THE NAPKIN FELL DOWN. CGS
WE ALL SWIM AND KICK AND S & K. PRO
DADDY WENT DOWN TO A RIB3ER.[FISHG] CGS
I SAW THE BAND PLAY MUSIC. PCT
I FALL DOWN AGAIN. CGS
I READ IRED/ IT. [STORY] PCT
[DID YOU DRINK •. ?] I DRANK IT WI MY CGS
WHOOP! MY ARM STUCKED! CGS
THEY WERE BROWN AND BEIGE & WHITE. STV
I TIPPED IT OVER. CGS
I PUSHED IT BACK. CGS
I GET WET. CGS
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,:-..

STM
ZRO
ZRO
\.,rAS
STM

ED
ZRO
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED

DBL
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
STM
DBL
ZRO
ZRO
STM
STM
STM
ZRO
ZRO
STM
STM
STM
ZRO
STM
STM
ZRO
STM
STM
DBL
STM
ED
ED
ZRO

STR
STR
STR
\.,rK
STR

STR
STR
WK
WK
WK
WK
WK

STR
STR
STR
STR
INV
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
INV
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
WK
STR



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

OH DADDY BLEWED IT. [FORGOT SMTHING] PCT
THEY WERE PLAYIN' THE'BANJO. PRO
DADDY TOOT. PCT
I BLOWED IT. PCT
I PUSHED IT BACK FROM THE EDGE. CGS
I [=YOU] HURT MY FEELINGS. PCT
THAT WAS "N". PCT
THEY [PIRATES] GOED. CGS
I STUNG BY A MAN-O-WAR. PCT
WHAT SETH DID? (FOUND A NAPKIN). PCT
WE ALL SWIM AND KICK AND S & K. PRO
I WENT TO SHOW BIZ (PIZZA PLACE). CGS
I SAW THE FISH. PCT

MONTHS 36 - 37
FROM: DIARY

I GOT HURT BY LEANNE. PCT
DADDY DIDN'T MEAN TO DO THAT. STV
DID THE TURKEYS BRING THE N'PAPER •. CGS
I PINCHED SOMEBODY. PCT
I JUST SWITCH OFF THE MOTOR ALREADY CGS

FROM: TAPES

AND THEY GOT DIZZY. PCT
WENT TO SCHOOL. CGS
I PUT BUTTER IN THE JAR. CGS
HE SAID '+ CHING HAAY'. PCT
I WENT IN THE FIREMAN. [STATION] CGS
BEAR TOLD ME ABOUT MY .•• WHEN I XXX PCT
I PLAY WITH THE BEAD JOB. [MONTSSRI PRO
AND I WAS SLEEPING ON THE FLOOR. PRO
WE GOT MOMMY SOME MONEY.[AJ TH STaR CGS
WE GO TO DOCTOR WONG. CG8
OH, WE FOUND ITI PCT
OH, DADDY FOUND ITI PRO
I FELL DOWN AND I WAS SLEEPING ON F CG8
MOMMY GOT YOU A PRESENT. CG8
WELL, THE DINOSAUR~ SHOOT. (D'LAND] PCT
AND WE SAW AMA NOANA.[ALA MOANA] PCT
[THEY] RIDE THE XXX PCT
I WANTED IT. STV
HE RIDE IN HIS MOTOR HOME. PRO
AND HE WENT TO CANADA. CGS
I SAW A KEY OVER THERE. PCT
I SAW THE BEAR. PCT
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DBL
ZRO
ZRO
ED
ED
ZRO
STM
ED
STM
8TM
ZRO
8TM
8TM

8TM
DID
DID
ED
ZRO

8TM
8TM
ZRO
8TM
8TM
8TM
ZRO
,{AS
8TM
ZRO
STM
8TM
8TM
8TM
ZRO
STM
ZRO
ED
ZRO
STM
STM
STM

STR
'~K
WK
STR
WK
INV
SIR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR

STR
STR
STR
WK
WK

STR
STR
INV
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

XX [FIREMEN] SLIDE DOWN A POLE.
I WAS TAKIN' D'S TOOTHBRUSH OUT.
I CHEWED IT ALL UP. [VITAMIN]
I SAID 'HI' TO THE BEAR.
I SPILL THE WATER.
I ALREADY PUT BUTTER IN, DAD.
AND I WERE CRYING.

MONTHS 38 - 39
FROM: DIARY

WHERE DID YOU PIN THIS ON MY?

FROM: TAPES

CGS
PRO
eGS
PCT
CGS
CGS
PRO

PCT

ZRO
WAS
ED
STM
ZRO
ZRO
WAS

DID

STR
STR
WK
STR
WK
INV
WK

VlK

AND ..• I SPIT IT OUT, YEAH? CGS
I PUT MY FOOT ON THE BRAKE. CGS
I WAS WATERING THE PLANTS YSTRDAY. PRO
AND IT NEARLY CAMED OFF. [SOCK] CGS
I GO ED OVER... CGS
I WAS SLEEPING ON THE FLOOR. PRO
I WAS CLAPPING, DAD. PRO
[D:YOU BLEW IT] I BLEWED IT. CGS
IT MADE A LOUD NOISE. PCT
I GOT IT. [POURED WATER OUT] CGS
THIS WAS MY GRANOLA BAR. STY
MAKE YOU CRY. PCT
IPULLED MY SOCK, DAD. CGS
[D: I BLSW IT] I BLEWED IT. CGS
I STEPPED OVER THE PACKPACK, DAD. CGS
I HICKED UP, DAD. PCT
I BLOWED IT. [DROPPED SOMETHING] CGS
YOU BITE IT OFF. [FINGERNAIL] CGS
I PLAYED WITH THE CARS, DAD. CGS
CAUSE I SPANK YOU. PCT
I WAS RINGING THAT BELL.[STOVE TIMR PRO
I HAD [= ATE] PANCAKES. CGS
I WHINED, DAD. PCT
OOPS. THE XXX XXX TURNED OFF. CGS
I BLOWED IT, DAD. [DROPPED S'THING] CGS
SOMETHING WAS ON MY FEET. STY
LIKE I SPIT THE PEACHES OUT. CGS
I GOT IT. [GRANOLA BAR] CGS
AND I HAD TO GO REALLY FAST PRO
I'WRAPPED A PRESENT, DAD. PCT
I GO THAT SIDE. CGS
IT COMED OUTl [KEY] CGS
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ZRO
ZRO
WAS
DBL
ED
\~AS

WAS
DBL
STM
STM
STM
ZRO
ED
DBL

,ED
ED
ED
ZRO
ED
ZRO
WAS
STM
ED
ED
ED
STM
ZRO
STM
STM
ED
ZRO
ED

INV
INV
WK
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
INV
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

PCT
PCT
PRO
CGS
CGS
PCT
PCT·

I DID IT! [DRIED HIMSELF AFTER BATH
'SCUSE ME, I BURPED.
I WAS DRINKING MY [BATH] WATER, DAD
I THROWED IT ON MY PALLET.
OH, IT WENT IN [KEY], OH YEAH!
THEY'RE RIGHT HERE. I FOUND 'EM.
I SNORED, DAD. [ONE SNORT]

MONTHS 40 - 41
FROM: DIARY

(CRYING) 'CAUSE I WANTED YOU. STY
I SNAPPED PJ AND HE SNAPPED ME(DOG) PCT
YOU HELPED ME WROTE MY NAME! PRO

STM
ED
WAS
ED
STM
STM
ED

ED
ED
ED

STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK

WK
WK
WK

FROM: TAPES

WE ALREADY SINGED OUR DUCK SONG.
I HURT MY HEAD.
THEY SAID I GOT A EARACHE.
I LIGHT IT. [FIRE AT GRANDPA'S]
THERE WAS SOMEBODY PLAYIN"EM.
IT WENT BACK DOWN. [FOUNTAIN]
I WOKED UP IN YOUR BED.
AND THEY TALKED TO ME.
I WEAR ED SOME SHOES.
YOU STUDY LINGUISTICS.
AND THEY SANGED ONE MORE SONG.

MONTHS 42 - 43
FROM: DIARY

PCT
PCT
PCT
CGS
PRO
CGS
PCT
PCT
PRO
PRO
PCT

ED
ZRO
STM
ZRO
'~AS

STM
DBL
ED
ED
ZRO
DBL

STR
INV
STR
STR
'~K
STR
STR
WK
STR
WK
STR

DADDY HUNG THE SERAPE (UP WRONG) CGS
I HAD A THINKING FEELING BEF. THAT STY
WE HAVEN'T GO THERE.(P.CHICKEN) CGS

FROM: TAPES

OH, I POURED THE BIRD SEED OUT OF CGS
AND THAT'S WHAT WE DID. PCT
YOU MADE A MISTAKE. PCT
WELL, I WENT TO MAKAPUU. CGS
DAD, THE EASTER BUNNY CAME. CGS
NO, HE GOT REALLY TALL, AND HE HAS PCT
AND THEN I HAD [= ATE] VANILLA. CGS
YESTERDAY YOU WERE A TEENY BABY. STY
OH, HE BRING LOTS OF EGGS, AND HE CGS
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STM
STM
HAS

ED
STM
STM
STM
STM
STM
STM
STM
ZRO

STR
STR
STR

WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

WK
STR
STR
INV
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
\"K
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
\"K
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
INV
STR
8TR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
\"rK
STR

ED
8TM
8TM
ZRO
ZRO
8TM
ED
8TM
ZRO
STM
STM
STM
ED
ED
8TM
ED
STM
STM
STM
ED
ZRO
STM
STM
ZRO
STM
STM
STM
STM
STM
STM
ZRO
ST.M
8TM
STM
ED
STM
8TM
STM
STM
STM
STM
STM
ED
8TM

PRO
PCT
PCT
CGS
PRO
CGS
PRO
PCT
CGS
PCT
STV
CGS
PCT
PCT
CGS
PRO
PCT
CGS
PRO
CGS
PRO
CGS

. CGS
CGS
CGS
CGS
CGS
PCT
PRO
PCT
CGS
CGS
CGS
CGS
PRO
PCT
PCT
CGS
PRO
STV
PCT
STV
PRO
CG8

SO I CRIED. [STILL CRYING]
I DID MY PRAYERS.
I DID BIG KICKERS.
AND I PUT 'EM ALL IN A BASKET.
WE HOLD ON THE THE SIDE OF THE POOL
WELL, HE HID THE EGGS
AND HE STARTED TO FLY.
AND I FOUND 'EM. [EASTER EGGS]
AND I COME OUTSIDE WITH PANTHER.
I SAW A CASTLE IN THE BIG WAVES.
AND THEN THERE WAS ONE MORE.
AND IT MADE 'EM [BIRDS] SCARE AWAY.
I BLOWED THE BUBBLE.
[I'M GONNA TELL] THAT YOU SCARED ME
YOU WENT IN MY TUMMY.
WE TRIED TO PUT OUR CHIN IN THE WTR
I DID BIG KICKERS BACK HERE.
BECAUSE I ATE WEENIE IN THE MORNING
AND I ATE GOOD FOOD.
DAD, I STIRRED 'EM. [PANCAKES]
WE HOLD ON TO THE SIDE OF THE POOL.
I ATE IT.
AND I GOT CRUNCHED BY A WAVE.
OH, I CHASE 'EM ALL AWAY.
AND I ATE SANDWICH.
OKAY,I WROTE YOUR NAME [ON THE EGG]
OH, THEY [BIRDS] CAME BACK!
SOMEBODY MADE A MISTAKE HERE.
YEAH, SHE DID. [HOLD ME]
WELL, I TOLD YOU, TOO.
I PUT PURPLE IN, AND ••• [DYEING EGZ
YOU WENT IN MY TUMMY.
OH, I ATE ALL THE CHOCOLATE.
AND I ATE GOOD FOOD.
DAD, I STIRRED 'EM. [PANCAKES]
I FOUND IT.
I SAW A CASTLE IN THE BIG WAVES.
AND I WENT SWIMMING IN THE WAVES.
I WENT SWIMMING IN THE LITTLE WAVES
WELL, ONE [EGG] WAS YELLOW, AND ONE
AND THAT'S WHAT WE DID.
YESTERDAY YOU WERE A LITTLE ..• BABY.
WE TRIED TO PUT OUR CHIN IN WATER
OH, THE GOAT ATE THE CHEERIOS OUT 0
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HONTHS 44 - 45
FROM: DIARY

APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT HARKING TYPE

WE RANNED OUT OF TIME. STY
I LOS ED 'EM [SHOES] STY
WERE I HAVING A HARD TIHE GETTING .• PRO
[DOLPHINS] WERE JUHPIN' OUT OF WTR PRO
[WHEN X] I USED TO HAVE ONE OF THEZ STY
I SAT ON THE GREEN LINE [TO WAIT] PRO
I SHOOT YOU. PCT
BECAUSE I STAND UP THAT TIME. CGS

FROM: TAPES

DBL
ED
WAS
WAS
UST
STM
ZRO
ZRO

STR
STR
STR
l~K

STR
STR
STR
STR

BECAUSE HE HAD A STRING. [POOH]
I DIALED HOMMY'S NUMBER.
AND I WANTED MY [PICTURE] DOWN.
[POOH] GOT UP.
[TELL MY BEAR] THAT I FLUSHED IT.
ALL THE THINGS I SAW THERE Y'DAY.
OH I HEARD IT [TOILET FLUSHING].
I WENT TO SEA LIFE PARK WI MS. BIBI
BUT I WAS TEASING.
THEY [DOLPHINS] JUMPED OUT OF T WTR
I SAW THE FISHES AND THE DOLPHINS.
I SEED THE FISH.
HE [POOH] CLIMBED A TREE.
YOU MADE HY STOOL FALL DOWN.
AND THEY JUMPED OUT OF THE WATER, &
I TOOK THE CHAIN AND I PULLED IT UP
THEY [FISH] WERE JUST SWIMMING ••.
AND THEY FALL BACK IN.
THEY CAME TO A TREE [POOH]
I FOUND IT AGAINI
CAUSE I SAID [SO].
THEY GOT [=HAD] A YO-YO, AND A M.F.
I TOOK IT APART.
THERE WAS A BUZZING NOISE [POOH]
I KNOW WHO I GOT THAT BOOK FROM. ANN
WELL, WE JUST STEPPED ON [YO-YO].
NO, HAD [= TOOK] A SHOWER.
& THEY WAS THE ONE THAT MAKES HONEY
I TOOK MY TELESCOPE THERE [BEACH].
I THREWED UP.
I WENT IN THE WATER.
POOH WANTED TO HAVE A BALLOON.
I GOT SAND.
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STY
PCT
STY
CGS
CGS
PCT
PCT
CGS .
PRO
CGS
PCT
PCT
CGS
CGS
CGS
CGS
PRO
CGS
CGS
PCT
PCT
STY
CGS
STY
CGS
CGS
PCT
STY
PCT
CGS
CGS
STY
CGS

STM
ED
ED
STM
ED
STM
STM
STM'
WAS
ED
STM
ED
ED
STM
ED
ED
WAS
ZRO
STM
STM
STM
ZRO
STM
STM
STM
ED
STM
STM
STM
DBL
STM
ED
STM

STR
WK
WK
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
WK
STR
\~K

WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR



MONTHS 46 - 47
FROM: DIARY

APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

I PLAYED FOR A LONG TIME.
DID I APOLOGIZE YOU?

FROM: TAPES

PRO
PCT

ED
DID

WK
WK

BECAUSE I SAID THREE. PCT
YEAH, THEY PUSHED AND SHOVE [POOH] PRO
AND THEN YOU GOT IT OFF, AND CGS
AND WE FOUND A LITTLE PUKA[IN WOODS PCT
IT FLEWED AWAY [PRAYING MANTIS]. CGS
WE HAD TO WALK ALONG THE TRAIL. PRO
WE JUMPED [BACK DOWN]. CGS
I DID IT, DAD. [PUT GLASSES ON] PRO
MY TABLE AND STOOL WAS ALL READY. STY
AND CAME HOME... CGS
OH, I KNOWED THAT. STV
WE SWAMMED ACROSS THE TAYXL [POND]. CGS
OH, I MOVED IT. [FURNITURE?] PRO
WENT TO MY MOMMY'S... CGS
WELL, WE WENT TO SEE... CGS
THEY HAD A MESS [FLOOD AT RAY'S WK] STY
AND WOKED UP... PCT
I PLAYED LONG TIME [WHILE D. SLEPT] PRO
YEAH, THEY PUSHED AND SHOVE [POOH] PRO
AND WE ATE A PICNIC LUNCH, AND PCT
THEY HAD A CHRISTMAS TREE, AND... STY
WE HAD BAMBOO ALL AROUND US. STY
OH, WE PAINT THE COLORS. CGS
AND A PIPE WAS BROKEN OR SOMETHING. STY
I SAT ON THE ROCK... PRO
IT WAS ON THE DOOR [PRAYING MANTIS] STY
AND HAD BREAKFAST... PCT
AND I CLIMBED UP... CGS
WE WENT IN THE WATER. CGS
YEAH, AND I RODE IT. [ELEVATOR] PCT
AND WE WENT TO THE PALl. CGS
I CRIED. PCT
WHEN WE WENT TO BED... PRO
I WENT IN THE ELEVATOR. CGS

MONTHS 48 - 49
FROM: TAPES

YOU MADE THE MOUTH AND THE NOSE AND PCT
[WE] PLAYED, PRO
ON THIS SIDE WE MADE ONE EAR. PCT
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STM
ZRO
STM
STM
DBL
STM
ED
STM
STM
STM
ED
DBL
ED
STM
STM
STM
DBL
ED
ED
STM
STM
STM
ZRO
STM
STM
STM
STM
ED
STM
STM
STM
ED
STM
STM

STM
ED
STM

STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR

STR
WK
STR



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPE~T MARKING TYPE

SHE WAS POUNDING IT. [MOCHI] PRO
SHE POUND IT. [MOCHI] PRO
I WAS MAKING MOCHI ON MY SM BOX. PRO
HE GAVE ME SOMETHING... CGS
HE WAS MAKING THE NOISE. PRO
HE [DOLPHIN] JUMPED INTO THE WATER. CGS
BUT THE DOLPHIN WAS GOING... PRO
WE EAT 'EM. CGS
[WE] TOOKED OUR PICTURES UPSTAIRS, PCT
AND YOU TAKED ALL THE SEEDS OUT. CGS
YOU FORGOT THE LEGS, TOO. STV
WE WENT TO THE POTTERY. [RESTAURANT CGS
IT WENT 'SPOOOOOO'. PCT
HE MADE A NOISE DIDN'T HE? PCT
WE TOOKED 'EM ALL OUT. CGS
HE SAID ABOUT THE CANDLE. PCT
I LEARNED IT FROM MY SM BOX. PRO
HE MADE A NOISE DIDN'T HE? PCT
WE TALKED A LITTLE BIT ABOUT THINGS PRO
YOU DID [= MADE] THE FIRE. PCT
OH, WE ATE, AND ATE FOR A LONG TIME PRO
I ROAST IT. [PUMPKIN SEED] PCT
XXX PUT THE CANDLE. [JACK O'LANTERN] PCT
I STAND BY THE BENCH. PRO
I DID IT [NOISE] LIKE .•• PCT
WENT UPSTAIRS FOR A LITTLE BIT... PRO
THE SMOKE CAME~ CGS
YOU COULD TALK ABOUT THINGS [PAST] STV
YOU CARVED IT [PUMPKIN] SOME EARS. PCT
AND WE LOOKED AT ALL KINDS OF THING PRO
IT WAS VERY ROASTY. STV

MONTHS 50 - 51
FROM: TAPES

WAS
ZRO
WAS
STM
\VAS
ED
WAS
ZRO
DBL
ED
STM
STM
STM
8TM
DBL
STM
ED
STM
ED
STM
STM
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
STM
8TM
STM
STM
ED
ED
STM

WK
WK
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
WK
STR
STR
WK
INV
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
WK
STR

AND I SEE TWO MOTORCYCLES RUN.
WE EAT THE MOTZI ALREADY. [SIC]
YOU FORGOT TO MAKE ANOTHER TABLE.
I SQUEEZED YOUR FACE.
AND I PLAY GAMES, AND
WE HAVE A GOOD TIME.
AND I GET COTTON CANDY AND DONUT
AND I GO SHADOW ROOM.
WE FORGOT TO MAKE THE FOOD.
THEY HAVE CANDLES XXX THIS MORNING.
AND I PLAY XX THE BOUNCING THING.
AND .... WENT BACK DOWN [FROM BIMA]
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PCT
CGS
STV

·PCT
PRO
PRO
CG8
CG8
8TV
STV
PRO
CG8

ZRO
ZRO
STM
ED
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
ZRO
STM
ZRO
ZRO
STM

STR
STR
STR
WK
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

AND I DRIVED IN HIS CAR
WE HEARD NOISES. [MUSIC ON SPEAKER]
I HAD A GOOD TIME IN THE CANOES BUT
HE HAD A GOLD AND SILVER SURFBOARD.
OH, WE CHOPPED 'EM. [COCONUT LEAVES
YOU DID. [PUT ME IN THE CANOE]
I PLAYED IN THE CANOES A LONG TIME
XXXWHEN YOU WERE A LITTLE BABY
I GOT ALL MY WORK DONE ..•
AND I PLAY VIDEO GAME, AND
OH

l
I DID MY CHALK WRITING TODAY.

SO I HAD TO SLEEP ON THE FLOOR.
AND DADDY DRIVE ME
AND I PLAY WITH MS. YVETTE, AND
YEAH, I DID. (CLAP FOR THE MCYCLES)
HE GOT IT FROM LONGS.
I TOOK A LITTLE REST.
AND I SIT IN THE BACK SEAT, AND
AND WENT OUT TO EAT, AND
WHEN HE WAS BORN, HE
AND I RUN THERE.
I DRANK WATER, AND
I WRITED LINES.
BECAUSE IT WAS SO LOUD.
WE JUST CAME HOME, AND
AND WE HAD ALL ... AND A FUTON.
I WANTED TO GO TO BIB'S WITH YOU.
HE WENT WITH BOBBY AND P.R.
DID ALL MY WORK, AND
I GOT BALLOON.
I SPLASHED MISS PIGGY.
AND THE MOTORCYCLES WERE RUNNING.
WHEN HE WAS BORN •..
AND I MADE A SAND CASTLE
HE WAS TRYING TO CRAWL.
I GOT IT [OVERALLS] FROM CHRISTMAS.
I JUST DUMPED IT INSIDE, UPSIDE DWN
AND HE DRINKED IT. [KIDDUSH]
AND WE SAW THE MARIACHIS.
AND I HAD SUGAR [HAD, NOT ATE]
I LIGHT THE CANDLE.
I PUT IT IN THE WATER.
MS. YVETTE'S CLASS WAS FUN.
I WAS DRINKING IT.
THERE WAS ORANGE AND YELLOW AND PNK
WE MAKE IT UP TO [INTO] A ANIMAL, ..
AND IT WAS SO FUN THERE
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PRO
PRO
PRO
STY
CGS
CGS
PRO
PRO
PCT
PRO
PCT
STV
PRO
PRO
PCT
CGS
PCT
PRO
CGS
CGS
PRO
CGS
CGS
STY
CGS
STY
STY
CGS
PCT
CGS
PCT
PRO
eGS
PCT
PRO
CGS
CGS
CGS
PCT
STY
CGS
CGS
STY
PRO
STY
PCT
STY

ED
STM
STM
STM
ED
STM
ED
STM
STM
ZRO
STM
STN
ZRO
ZRO
STM
8TM
STM
ZRO
STM
STM
ZRO
STM
ED
STM
STM
STM
ED
STM
STM
STM
ED
WAS
STM
STM
WAS
STM
ED
ED
STM
STM
ZRO
ZRO
STM
WAS
STM
ZRO
STM

STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
WK
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
vx
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
WK
STR
WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
INV
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR



APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

WHEN BEAR WAS LIVING WITH M & RAY •• STV
AND THE MARIACHIS CAME,... CGS
IT WAS A GOLD AND SILVER ONE. STV
I DON'T KNOW WHAT I SAID. PCT
AND I GOT MY HAIR WET. CGS
WE WERE IN THE SHOWER WASHING ME. PRO
WE PAINTED THERE. PRO
HE WAS STARTIN' TO CRAWL AND CRY. PRO
WE WERE MAKING SAND CASTLES. PRO
AND HE WAS LIVING WITH ME IN THE XX STV
HE WAS A LITTLE BABY. STV
I HAVE MY BOOK, AND STV
I GOT •.• [SAND ALL OVER ME] CGS
HE WAS STARTIN' TO CRAWL. PRO
AND I WAS HAVE FUN WATCH CARS. PRO
AND NANCY CAME THERE, AND CGS
WE WERE SPLASHING. PRO
HIS MOM AND DAD GAVE BALLOONS TO HM CGS
AND RABBI SANG SONGS, AND PRO
WE WERE EATING. PRO
AND, IT WAS A GOOD TIME. STV
HE WAS STAYIN' DRY, BECAUSE HE... STV
HIS NAME WAS MIKE MIKE PIKE PIKE. STV
L W~Nl TO OUR OLD HOUSE, AND IT WAS CGS
I THINK I ATE MY GOOD PIZZA, AND •• CGS
AND I CLAPPED FOR THE MOTORCYCLES,D PCT
WE ATE. PCT
XXX WE SLEPT ~LENTY LAST NIGHT. PRO
AND I HAD TO COVER MY EARS UP. PRO
THEY HAVE CANDLES THERE STV

MONTHS 52 - 53
FROM: TAPES

I MADED A LIVING ROOM INSIDE... PCT
I HAD EAR DROPS (IE, GOT EAR DROPS) PCT
YOU KNOW I SAW THE WHITE HOUSE... PCT
I MADE A PICTURE, BUT I DIDNT MAKE. PCT
YOU KNOW I SAW THE WHITE HOUSE... PCT
AND HE JUST LOVED THE FISH... STV
THE WAVES WASHED IT AWAY. CGS
YOU KNOW I SAW THE WHITE HOUSE... PCT
YOU KNOW I SAW THE WHITE HOUSE... PCT
AND IT WAS SO DARK INSIDE. STV
AND THEY JUST GOT ME. (WAVES) CGS
AND I MADE A TRENCH ARau~v THE MNTN CGS
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STM
STM
STM
STM
WAS
ED
~.,rAS

WAS
WAS
STM
ZRO
STM
WAS
W:AS
STM
WAS
STM
STM
WAS
STM
WAS
STM
STM
STM
ED
STM
STM
STM
ZRO

DBL
STM
STM
STM
STM
ED
ED
STM
STM
STM
STM
STM

WK
STR
STR
STR
STR
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WK
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STR
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STR
STR
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STR
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STR
STR
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STR
STR
STR
WK
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APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

AND I LIKED IT, AND STV ED WK
AND HE JUST GOBBLEDED IT ALL UP .•. eGS DBL WK
YOU KNOW I SAW THE WHITE HOUSE •.• PCT STM STR
I MADE SOME OPEN THINGS TO MAKE .. PCT STM STR
AND THEN I HAD LUNCH. PCT STM STR
AND THEN I WENT BACK TO SCHOOL. CGS STM STR
THE WATERFALL WENT UNDER (BRIDGE). PRO STM STR
I TOLD HF,R ABOUT THE BISHOP MUSEUM. PCT STM STR
I GOT (IE, SHOT) THE RED DIRT. PCT STM STR
I READ Iredl BOOKS. PRO STM STR
AND WE LOOKED AT THE FISH. PCT ED WK
I LOVED IT, I JUST DID. STV ED WK
AND WE WENT TO A.M.BEACH PARK. CGS STM STR
AND I .• JUST .. WAS JUST FUN STV S.TM STR
THAT'S WHAT WE DID. CGS STM STR
AND WE JUST CAME HOME FROM OUR ..• CGS STM STR
I GOT "B.BEARS GET.INTO A FIGHT" CGS STM STR
WE MOVED THE CART, AND WE WENT TO CGS ED \~K

AND I JUST SAW THEY WERE (PRETTY). PCT STM STR
AND I TOOK PICTURES OF THEM. PCT STM STR
I SAW THE THINGS GO DOWN THE RAMP. PCT STM STR
YOU KNOW I SAW THE WHITE HOUSE ... PCT STM STR
I WAS PRETENDING THE SAND WAS MNTN. PRO WAS WK
IT (KIDDUSH CUP) HAD GRAPE JUICE. STV STM STR
AND HOW COME THEY WENT INSD TH RAMP CGS STM STR
WE WENT INSIDE AND SAW THE FISHES. PCT STM STR
I WENT AND SAW THOSE PRETTY PAINTGS CGS STM STR
I GOT STAMP ON MY HAND. CGS STM STR
DOLPH.& WHALES THAT WERE JUMPING UP PRO WAS WK
AND WE JUST HAD A GOOD TIME. STV STM STR
AND I CLIMBED THE SAND MOUNTAIN. CGS ED WK
AND THE BIG WAVE CAUGHT ME. CGS STM STR
WE WENT THERE WITH AUNT MARTY & RBT CGS STM STR
I WATCHED THE WATERFALL. PRO ED WK
AND I PUTTED THE REST IN MY LUNCH. CGS ED INV
AND THE KIND THAT WERE WAY FAR AWAY STV STM STR
MOMMY SAID, ARE YOU WEARING XXX? PCT STM STR
I WENT AND SAW THOSE PRETTY PAINTGS PCT STM STR
AND THEY WERE ORANGE AND YELLOW AND STV STM STR
1HEY JUST MADE ME GO BWOOOOOOO, AND CGS STM STR
TO THE ARM STORE AND GOT NEW ARMS. CGS STM STR
AND THEN I HAD TO DIG ANOTHER ONE. STV STM STR
WENT TO THE ARM STORE AND GOT NEW •. CGS STM STR
I MADE A SAND CASTLE. PCT STM STR
I SAID, "THERE'S A TIGER UP THERE" PCT STM STR
I SHOT IT. PCT STM STR
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APPENDIX B (continued)

ASPECT MARKING TYPE

THEY JUST BROKED OFF, eGS
WE WENT INSIDE AND SAW THE FISHES. CGS
AND THE KIND THAT WERE FLYING... PRO
YOU KNOW I SAW THE WHITE HOUSE... PCT
IT WAS JUST SO PRETTY. (FISH) STY
AND AFTER THE •. FISH ALRDY WENT BY .• CGS
SO I MOVED AWAY FROM THE BIG WAVES. eGS
HE LOOKED IN BOTH OF MY EARS... peT
AND I WAS MAD ABOUT IT (EAR DROPS) STY
SHE WEIGHED ME ON THE SCALE, AND PCT
AND IT WAS JUST FUN. STY
AND THERE WERE PRETTY PLANTS. STY
I JUST LOVED BEING WEIGHED ON THE S STY
AND THERE WERE SMALL SEALS, AND ..• STY
I WENT OUT OF THE WATER... CGS
HOW COME THE TUNNEL WAS GOING BACK PRO
BOOKS THAT WERE IN NANI'S PLACE. STY
AND I COULDN'T EAT STUFF AT TEMPLE. STY
AND THAT SEAL WAS SO LOUD. STY
THE FISH THAT THE SEALS ATE WHEN •.. CGS
I BUILTED A HOUSE. PCT
WHEN I THROWED IT IN THERE. CGS
I READ Ired/ SOME BOOKS. PRO
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APPENDIX C. COMPLETE LIST OF DOUBLE PASTS
A TEXTFILE PRINTOUT FROM THE DATABASE

MONTH FROM: TYPE

24
24
26
26
26
26
26
28
30
30
34
34
34
34
38
38
38
40
40
44
44
44
46
46
46
48
48
50
52
52
52
52

DIARY STR
DIARY WK
DIARY WK
DIARY WK
TAPES WK
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
DIARY STR
DIARY STR
TAPES S1'R
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
DIARY STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES STR
TAPES WK
TAPES STR
TAPES WK
TAPES STR
TAPES STR

SENTENCE

DIDJA FOUND IT? [DADDY'S PEN]
DIDJA TOOTED?
DIDJA MISSED IT BY SELF?
DADDY TURNDED THE PAGE.
DIDJA STUMPED YOUR TOE?
DADDY THROWDED THE TAPE RECORDER.
XXX THROWDED THE ROCK.
DA WE WENT TO THE CEMETERY?
IT FLEWED AWAY IN THE KITCHEN
DIDJA RODE A ROCKET SHIP?
OH, DADDY BLEWED IT.
I BLEWED IT.
WHOOPl MY ARM STUCKEDl
OH VADDY BLEWED IT. [FORGOT .SMTHING]
AND IT NEARLY CAMED OFF. [SOCK]
[D:YOU BLEW IT] I BLEWED IT.
[D: I BLEW IT] I BLEWED IT.
I WOKED UP IN YOUR BED.
AND THEY SANGED ONE MORE SONG.
WE RANNED OUT OF TIME.
... ALL THE THINGS THAT I SAWED AT .•
I THREWED UP.
IT FLEWED AWAY [PRAYING MANTIS].
WE SWAMMED ACROSS THE TAYXL [POND].
AND WOKED UP ...
[WE] TOOKED OUR PICTURES UPSTAIRS,
WE TOOKED 'EM ALL OUT.
I LICKEDED MY FINGER INSIDE THE WTR
I MADED A LIVING ROOM INSIDE •..
AND HE JUST GOBBLED ED IT ALL UP .•.
THEY JUST BRaKED OFF,
I BUILTED A HOUSE.
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APPENDIX D. THE INFLUENCE OF FINAL DENTAL STOPS ON MARKING

STRONG AND WEAK VERBS

Each percentage figure represents the percentage of

~-marked or non-~-marked verbs which end in a dental

stop. Raw figures are given in parentheses to the right of

the percentages. Significance is determined by Fisher's

Exact Probability Test.

Zero Non-zero Significance

Year 3 17% (8/46) 17% (11/64) p = <:n
• .J';1

Year 4 23% (5/22) 17% (27/161) P = .37

Year 5 32% (7/22) 15% (25/165) p = .11

All 22% (20/90) 15% (63/390) p = .33*

*This figure was obtained with Chi-square, as the sample
was too large for the Fisher's program to process. Had
Fisher's handled it, it would probably have been about

Comments:

1) Though none of the ~ figures satisfies our criterion for
significance, it is possible that at least for year 5 a
larger sample would show a significant relationship between
final dental stop and~ marking.

2) There was found to be no relationship between
punctuality a~d the distribution of final dental stops.
Therefore no allowance was made for this feature in the
analysis in the main text, and this table is offered for
serendipitous interest only.

3) Invariant verbs were not included in these counts.

4) Verbs marked with didia were not included.
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APPENDIX D (continued)

DENTAL STOPS AND WEAK VERBS

Zero -Ed Significance

Year 3 0% (0/10) 3% (1/30) p = .75

Year 4 14% (1/7) 11% (4/37) p = .61

Year 5 43% (3/7) 7% (2/28) p = .09

All 17% (4/24) 7% (7/95) p = .19

Comment:

1 ) Though none of the ~ figures satisfies our criterion for

significance, it is virtually certain that at least for

year 5 a larger sample would have shown a significant

relationship between final dental stop and~ marking.
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APPENDIX E. COMPLETE LIST OF AUDIOTAPES

Notes:
l. All numbers represent half-hours of tape.
2. Age is in months:weeks.

AGE TAPE TRANSCRIBED AGE TAPE TRANSCRIBED
15:3 1 1 16:0 2 2
16:1 2 2 16:2 2 1
16:3 2 1 17:0 2 2
17: 1 2 1 17:2 2 2
17:3 2 2 18:0 2 1
18:1 2 2 18:2 2 2
18:3 4 3 19:0 2 1
19:1 2 1 19:2 2 1
19:3 2 1 20:0 2 1
20:1 2 1 20:2 2 1
20:3 2 1 21:0 2 1
21:1 2 1 21:2 2 1
21:3 2 1 22:0 4 2
22:1 2 1 22:2 2 1
22:3 2 1 23:0 2 1
23:1 2 C 23:2 4 0
23:3 2 0 24:0 2 1
24:1 2 0 24:2 2 0
24:3 4 0 25:0 2 0
25:1 2 0 25:2 4 1
25:3 4 1 26:0 2 1
26:1 4 1 26:2 2 1
26:3 4 0 27:0 2 0
27:1 4 1 27:2 2 0
27:3 6 0 28:0 2 0
28:1 2 0 28:2 4 2
28:3 2 2 29:0 4 1
29:1 4 2 29:2 I~ 2
29:3 6 0 30:0 2 1
30:1 4 0 30:2 2 0
30:3 4 4 31:0 4 0
31:1 4 0 31:2 2 0
31:3 4 0 32:0 4 4
32:1 2 0 32:2 2 1
32:3 4 0 33:0 4 1
33:1 4 0 33:2 2 0
33:3 4 0 34:0 4 4
34:1 2 0 34:2 6 0
34:3 6 0 35:0 2 1
35:1 4 0 35:2 2 0
35:3 6 0 36:0 2 2
36:1 4 4 36:2 2 0
36:3 4 0 37:0 2 0
37:1 2 0 37:2 2 0
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APPENDIX E (cuntinued)

AGE TAPE TRANSCRIBED AGE TAPE TRANSCRIBED

37:3 6 0 38:0 2 2
38:1 4 4 38:2 2 2
38:3 6 0 39:0 2 0
39:1 4 0 39:2 4 0
39:3 4 0 40:0 4 3
40:1 2 0 40:2 2 0
40:3 2 0 41:0 3 1.5
41:1 2 0 41:2 4 0
41:3 4 0 42:0 4 2
42:1 4 0 42:2 4 0
42:3 4 0 43:0 4 0
43:1 2 0 43:2 4 0
43:3 4 2 44:0 2 0
44:1 2 0 44:2 4 4
44:3 2 0 45:0 2 0
45:1 2 0 45:2 2 0
45:3 2 0 46:0 4 4
46:1 2 0 46:2 2 0
46:3 4 0 47:0 2 0
47:1 2 0 47:2 2 0
47:3 2 0 48:0 2 0
48:1 2 1 48:2 2 0
48:3 2 0 49:0 2 0
'49: 1 4 0 49:2 2 0
49:3 2 0 50:0 2 0
5C:1 2 0 50:2 2 0
50:3 4 1 51:0 2 1
51:1 2 0 51:2 2 0
51:3 2 0 52:1 2 0
53:0 2 2 53:2 2 0
54:1 2 0 55:3 2 0
56/57 2 0 59:3 2 0
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NOTES

1. It may be argued that a child would notice, by analogy

with regular verbs, that there are no nonpast forms *~'

*bi- or *~-= and thus figure out that the dental stop is

just part of the invariant verb's stem. But Menn and

MacWhinney argue that there is a strong opposing tendency

(their "repeated morph constraint") which causes the child

to avoid marking a stem she suspects is already marked.

They marshall impressive crosslinguistic evidence which

includes an example of an English verb (paste) ending in a

dental stop (1984:529-30). The high text frequency of

verbs like ~, spit, or hit may also provide a model for

the failure to mark a verb like paste or roast and give the

child the i1ea that verbs with final dental stops are not

to be inflected with -ed (1984).

2. Bickerton no longer holds these ideas about the notions

marked by~ change and -ed in double pasts (personal

communication), but his contribution to the debate is

included here because of his semantic focus.

3. Ann Peters (personal communication) suggests, "Because

they hear them." Of course, but that should be our last

fallback position after we have eliminated the other

alternatives by considering more of the whole picture in

the ways mentioned below.

4. I am indebted to Derek Bickerton for helping me find the

words to express this difference between the Piagetians'
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view of language and my own.

5. Of course English -ing does express the ongoing nature

of the action, but what we are investigating in this paper

is a bit subtler. It is also true that the single marker

ed occurs in utterances which are perfective [what we call

punctual] ("I dropped it"), imperfective [what we call

process -- ("I played ball with Lyle") and stative ("I

liked it"). Our thrust here is to show that -ed (or ~

change) is used selectively to express one of those

notions, specifically perfectiveness or punctuality.

6. Not to single out Antinucci & Miller for criticism, we

simply note here that Bickerton's First Law of Creole

Studies may have broader applicability than he had first

thought: "Every creolist's analysis can be directly

contradicted by that creolist's own texts and citations"

(1981:83).

7. It may be argued that item-learning is also a possible

explanation for the use of adult past-tense markers. The

crucial question is whether the form contrasts with other

uses of the same verb when it is not past-marked. I

believe Kuczaj (1976:67) is right when he says that

children's use of past forms is nearly always semantically

appropriate -- that is, it refers to past actions or

states. But in the case of Claudia and Pippo, we must make

it explicit that we assume that Claudia does not say ho

dormito when she means "Go to sleep now" or the like. If
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she did, then we could not assert that ho dormito had past

meaning.

8. Again, it can be argued that item-learning is

responsible for all this past marking. But in questions of

children's semantics the use of a morpheme in the right

context nearly every time is about all the proof we can

expect to find that a certain notion is being expressed. We

just cannot expect a two- or three-year-old to give us her

intuition about the difference between "I fall down" and "I

fell down".

9. That the second criterion is indeed stringent will be

seen if we turn the tables and, for a moment, consider how

difficult our task would be if we insisted that a morpheme

such as -ed must be shown to be neutral as to pastness

before we would accept it as having aspectual meaning. We

could not do this with any "past" marker in English.

Indeed, it is questionable whether even Erbaugh's Mandarin

-Ie would qualify since 85% of perfectives are past events

(1985:3).

10. Extreme nystagmus -- wandering of the eyes -- had been

the earlier diagnosis. Seth's blindness was due to optic

nerve hypoplasia, an underdevelopment of the optic nerves

caused by an insult -- of unknown origin -- in the first

trimester of pregnancy. It is often accompanied by damage

to the pituitary and/or central nervous systems, with

accompanying seizures and growth and learning anomalies
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depending on the position of the optic nerve at the time

the damage is sustained -- but this did not happen in

Seth's case. Optic nerve hypoplasia is not degenerative,

and it is common (according to anecdotal evidence not

always accepted by ophthalmologists) for vision to improve

for several years and then stabilize. Seth's vision

steadily improved until about age three and a half and now

consists of two tunnels. one in his left eye correctable to

about 20/500 and another in his right eye about half that

good. He has no central vision at all, the tunnels being

quite peripheral. Thus the better his vision has become

the less he has tended to "point" his eyes at the person or

object he was looking at.

For a technical but quite readable introduction to optic

nerve hypoplasia see Acers (1981).

11. It is an intriguing thought thllt Seth's blindness may

have postponed his attainment of Piaget's object-permanence

concept until so late that it can be charted in the

evolution of his vocabulary. Even at sixteen or seventeen

months his passively-known "nouns" may have been verb ish to

Seth in that they really represented actions. For example,

the question "Where's your foot?" was answered with a smile

and a kick.

12. I say "almost" because he did for a while use the

marker cha -- derived from English ~ -- to soften a

request, just as it is used in creole. He also uses
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uncontracted cannot, a mesolectal creole feature, though he

has never used the basilectal ~ ~.

13. This 25% figure is seen to be too conservative when it

is noted that during the "skimming" operations imitated,

repeated and modeled utterances were not even entered after

it became clear that they were not going to be used in the

study.

14. Bickerton's Language P:~oprogram Hypothesis (see above),

drawn from situations where languages have arisen ~ QY£

with minimal coherent input, includes a highly specific

semantic range of punctuality -- for one example,

iteratives are merged with nonpunctuals (198r:171). This is

not necessarily a contradiction of Slobin's position. It is

possible and commonsensical that a child's native

linguistic competence might be quite specific (as it

emerges in the absence of contradictory input) but also

flexible enough to bend to consistent adult input.

15. As noted earlier, Bickerton in his reanalysis of

Bronkart & Sinclair (1981:163-80 and 1983:4-6) shows that

the younger children in the study paid more attention to

the temporal constituency of the event itself, while the

older ones attended more to the inherent aspect of the verb

(so that, say, a long, slow jump was treated by the young

children as having some duration while older children

treated it as a punctual). An attempt was made to separate
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these two concepts in the present study, but nothing came

of it. It is a better problem for an experimental study.

16. It was pointed out at a late juncture that since

~-supported questions and negatives had been eliminated

from the database, instances of double marking containing

did might have been excluded. Though I doubt that I would

have thrown out an item like "I didn't broke it", the

reader should be warned that the sample from which the

conclusions on double marking were drawn was of limited

range.

17. Vide also Slobin (1984:20-21) for a discussion of the

semantic irrelevance of animacy; a notion of which even

very small children are clearly cognizant.
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